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Scouts hold auction
at Baptist center

Lakers beat Heath;
prepare for tourney
See page 6
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On the ropes
Racers struggling to get
conference win
See page 8
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News In Brief
Deadline nearing for applications
for student financial assistance
March 1 is the deadline for applications for student employment for
the 1987 summer term at Murray State University, according to
Joyce Gordon, coordinator of student employment and financial aid.
Students currently working on campus must submit a new application for the summer session, Mrs. Gordon said. The necessary forms
are available in the Office of Student Financial Aid, located in the
basement of Sparks Hall.
Two employment programs are available to students: the Federal
Work Study Program, which pays $3.35 an hour up to 12 hours per
week; and the University Student Employment Program, which pays
the same hourly rate for a maximum of 15 hours per week.
"With so much negative information circulating about the
availability of financial aid, Murray State wants students to know
that substantial amount of money can be earned through student
employment," Mrs. Gordon noted.
Approximaely 525 MSU students earned over $278,000 through student employment programs during the 1986 summer term.
Additional information about summer student employment may be
obtained by contacting the Office of Student Financial Aid, (502)
762.2546.

Elsewhere...
By tie Aadioelaied Press

WASHINGTON — Congressional investigators looking into a possible White House cover-up of the Iran-Contra affair plan to question
Lt. Col. Oliver L. North's former secretary, who reportedly helped
destroy documents about the secret scheme.
WASHINGTON — Amid the turmoil of the Iran-Contra arms affair,
reports are swirling around President Reagan's White House of
paralysis and high-level infighting that many observers believe soon
will force Chief of Staff Donald T. Regan out of his job. '
NEW YORK — David Susskind, the controversial talk show host
whose subjects included Nikita Khrushchev and a ski-masked porfessional killer and who also was the producer of numerous successful
films, plays and tv shows, is dead at the age of 66.
PARIS — The United States and its main trading partners agree to
work together to halt the dollar's two-year slide. But Italy perceives a
slight and threatens to cancel a summit in Venice of the seven largest
Industrialized nations.
BEIRUT,Lebanon — Thousands of tank-backed Syrian troops extend their deployment in battle-scarred west Beirut to keep Shiitemilitiamen and Druse-led leftists from killing each other and the
Moslem sector's beleaguered inhabitants.
NEW YORK — Condom manufacturers, whose products were
social unmentionables not so long ago, are witnessing some big
changes in their business, changes as rapid as the spread of AIDS.
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LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — State
education officials say something
needs to be done about teachers
who are fired or convicted of a
crime and still hold a teaching certificate in Kentucky.
Two Kentucky teachers who
have recently been sent to prison
in the past four months for sexual
misconduct with students still
have their teaching certificates.
The Lexington Herald-Leader
said in a story published Sunday it
could find no evidence of any Kentucky teacher whose license was
revoked permanently.
"I think it shows we're not taking this as seriously as we
should," said David Keller, executive director of the Kentucky
School Boards Association. "The

Chris Garland (front row, second from left), president of the North stars 4-H Club at North Calloway County
Elementary, presents a $40 cash contribution to Calloway County Public Library Director Margaret
Trevathan on behalf of the North Stars 4-B Club. The money is earmarked for the library's recarpeting project — bids for the job will be opened March 4. Members include Beth Call, Cbrystie Carson, Valerie 1,pman,Cbanda Dawson,Stade Dixon, Tammy Duncan,Becky Emerine, Brian Evans,Chris Garland, Amanda
Greer, Jason Greer, Kristi H111, Erica Hughes, Jennifer Jones, Marina Polidc,cio, Andrea Policicchlo, Lisa
Warner, Molly Wisehart and Jeremiah York. The money was raised through the sale Valentine "Lovellnes"
as a Community Pride Project. Standing behind Trevathan is North Elementary Principal Ronnie Walker.

(Cont'd on page 2)
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Syrians patrol with orders to shoot on sight
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
Syrian troops in Soviet-made armored personnel carriers patrolled Moslem west Beirut today with
orders to shoot on sight any defiant Lebanese militiamen on the
streets.
- A few volleys of machine gun
fire and grenade blasts marred
the first peaceful night in west
Beirut since a week of fierce
fighting erupted Feb. 15 among
rival Druse and Shiite Moslem
militias. But police said apparently no one defied the Syrian
Intervention.

Police said 300 people were killed, 1,300 wounded and $200 million
worth of property was destroyed
in the war for control of the city's
western sector.
An estimated 4,000 Syrian troops
backed by 100 tanks and armored
personnel carriers fanned acrdes
the city Sunday night to end the
fighting.
Thousands of people were out on
the streets this morning. Some
assessed property damage and
cleaned up debris. Shops,
restaurants and sidewalk cafes
were open, with workers hastily

WASHINGTON — The U.S. economy will show moderate strength
this year with the chances of another recession fading farther into the
future, economists for some of the nation's biggest corporations
predicted today.

PARIS(AP) — France's special
"terrorist court" opens its first
trial today under intense security,
hearing charges against a
Lebanese man accused of directing assassinations of American
and Israeli diplomats in Paris.
Thousands of riot police and
gendarmes are patrolling Paris
streets, department stores and
train stations as a precaution, and
a large force is stationed around
the courthouse on the Ile de la Cite
near Notre Dame Cathedral.
George Ibrahim Abdallah, 35, is
accused of complicity in the
murders of Lt. Col. Charles Robert
Ray, the U.S. deputy military attache in Paris, killed Jan. 18, 1982,
and Yacov Barsimantov, second
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ed the Syrian intervention
unconstitutional.
The Syrians, who maintain
25,000 troops in northern and
eastern lebanon under a 1976
peacekeeping mandate from the
Arab League, dispatched an armored brigade backed by two battalions of commando paratroopers
and mechanized infantry.
"Return to your homes," Syrian
Brig. Gen. Ghazi Kenaan ordered
the warring militiamen Sunday.
Kenaan, head of Syria's military
(Coat'd on page 2)

Special French court opens
today amid intense security

Death rates by age

Unintentional
injuries

putting up new glass fronts while
others swept away broken shards.
The hostilities had pitted Justice
Minister Nabih Bern's Shiite
Amal militia against an alliance of
Druse warlord WaLid Jumblatt's
Progressive Socialist Party and
the Moscow-oriented Lebanese
Communist Party.
Moslem government leaders
along with Jumblatt and Berri requested Syria's military intervention on Friday. However, President Amin Gemayel of Lebanon, a
Maronite Catholic, and conservative Christian leaders have call-

secretary at the Israeli Embassy,
killed April 3, 1982.
He also is charged with complicity in the attempted murder of
the U.S. consul-general in
Strasbourg, Robert Homme, who
was shot and wounded on March
26, 1984.
The trial opens only two days
after a major victory by French
police in their war on terrorism:
the arrest of four suspected
leaders of the leftist group Direct
Action, which claimed responsibility for assassinating Georges
Besse, president of the
government-run automaker
Renault, on Nov. 17.
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Need Line told about large
number of local case records

Tonight: Mostly clear Low
25 to 30. Light wind.
Tuesday: Increasing
cloudiness. High in the upper
40s East wind 5 to 10 mph.
EzleathelForecast
Partly sunny Wednesday and
Thursday. Cloudy with a
chance of showers Friday. High
In the 40s. Low in the upper 20s
Wednesday and Thursday and
in the Ms Friday.
LAKE LEYEILS
Kentucky Lake
8114.5
1114.7
Barkley Lake

Crystal Johnson, the daughter of Gary and Sheila Johnson, jumps
held Saturrope during "Jump for Your Heart," a program
day rooming at Robertson Elementary School in conjunction with
the Heart Association. Students from Robertson and Carter
Elementary were asked to secure sponsors to pledge money for
every minute they jumped rope. The event lasted for three hours
A total amount earned thresigh the program is not yet available.

Over three thousand case
Carolyn Outland is assistant exrecords were handled through the ecutive director at the office at 306
office of Murray-Calloway County
Maple St. Ward and Outland are
Need Line Church and assisted each day by the many
Cooperative Ministry, Inc., during volunteers of the community.
1986, according to the report made
Cheryl Whitaker, treasurer,
by Euple E Ward, executive
made her annual financial report
director at the 10th council showing the receipts from about 40
meeting Thursday at Calloway churches, Fiscal Court,
Public Library.
businesses, organizations and
Ward said these emergency
Individuals.
needs included job related, food,
Dr. David Roos presented the
housing, furniture, clothing. budget recommendations for the
medical, legal, fuel and heat, emoyear showing that only a fourth of
tional and psychiatric, drugs and the receipts are used for expenses
alcohol, child and/or spouse for office and personnel
abuse, unwed mothers, attempted
Maxine Houston, a volunteer,
suicide, and special request in- reported on duties of the
cluding school supplies, tran
volunteers at the office.
sients, missing persons and
(Owed ea page I)
runaways
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-MHS places in speech tournament
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The Murray High School debate
team of Bill Maddox, Eric Easley
and Scott Rose participated in the
West Kentucky Regional Debate
Tournament this past weekend
placing second in overall
sweepstatkes competition
Paducah Tilghman placed first

and North Hardin was third.
Schools in the western half of
Kentucky, from Louisville to the
Mississippi River, participate in
the tournament. Sweepstakes
points are gained from wins — two
points for a two-man team win and
one point for a Linclon-Douglas

debate win.
Bill Maddox placed first and
was undefeated in Lincoln Douglas competition losing only
once. Both Maddox and Rose
qualified for the state tournament
to be held at the Univeristy of Kentucky March 6-7.

Mayfield woman dead after shooting
A Mayfield woman is dead today
following a shooting at the
Mayfield City Police Department
Sunday at approximately 4:57
p.m., according to a spokesman
for the Kentucky State Police.
Carol Sherrill, 28, was reportedly signing a warrant against Mark
SherrW, 24, of Mayfield, for an
alledged assault that had taken

place earlier in the day, the
spokesman said.
According to the KSP report,
Mark Sherrill fired several rounds
at the woman with a .32-caliber
revolver. The spokesman said two
Mayfield police officers fired at
the man, who is listed in critical
condition at Mayfield Community
Clinic. Carol Sherrill was pro-

nounced dead at approximately
6. 15 p.m. according to the report.
Officer Blackman, of the
Mayfield Police Department, said
as far as he knew the two were not
related.
The incident is still under investigation by Dectective Paul
Lane with the assistance of the
KSP and MPD.

Procedures...

Heavy sentalis have made travel diffiagt for all pee*,but ast for Jame Tyne of Kingston,°Mario.Zeke,
her Alaskan Malamute, is a great help. They wen as their way to Maples's Victoria Park wises this
photograph was takea so Tyne amid trate Zebe to adjust to its new home.

Kuttawa woman's adoptive mother
indicted in another child's death

((eat'd trim page 1)
process we have doesn't work."
State School Superintendent
Alice McDonald and Dr. Clay
Parks, chairman of the state
Board of Education, said Kentucky needs a procedure in which
state officials are informed of
teacher firings and convictions.
They did not know why the issue
had not been addressed by past
administrations.

"I don't have a problem at all
with the revocation of certificates
Mrs. Jurgens has pleaded inno- matter in hindsight Is such that I or the presenting of that to the
KUTTAWA, Ky.(AP) — Renee
cent to the charges against her, feel Lutheran Social Services and state board," said Alice
Norton wants to know why a Kenone count of second-degree the Kentucky agency should be .
.
1tf2Lnald, state superintendent of
tucky adoption agency placed her
murder involving intent and two chastised ... for making this placeInstruction. "I do know we
and three brothers in a home
lesser included counts of third- ment. I feel because of the hay problem in the process."
where a baby had died seven years
degree murder without intent but background of the family and parA certificate is the basic reearlier, with a mother later chargticularly the sadism events by quirement to get a teaching )ob.
conunited with another felony.
ed in the child's death.
Jean Lindsey, right, a new member of Board of Murray-Calloway
When Ms. Norton and her some of Mrs. Jurgens' The Kentucky Board of Education
Lois Jurgens, 61, of Stillwater,
County Need Line, talks with Euple E. Ward, executive director, at
disciplinary
techniques,
that
this
brother
certificate
teaching
can
revoke a
ran away from the
Minn., was indicted Jan. 30 in the
council meting.
Jurgens' home in 1975, a Min- placement never should have been on the recommendation of the
beating death in 1965 of her 3-yearmade
initially."
nesota
social worker assigned to
superintendent of public instrucnew board member, Windsor
old adopted son Dennis.
The Jurgenses parental rights tion for immorality, misconduct,
the case discovered the account of
Tripp, was unable to attend.
She and her husband Harold
Dennis' death in the adoption over the Kentucky children were incompetence, neglect of duty and
Other board members, not menJurgens took in Ms. Norton and
terminated in 1976.
records.
fraudulently obtaining a license.
tioned, are Wilma Billington,
her brothers from western KenMs. Norton has been trying to
Carol Felix, the social worker
But no agency is responsible for (Coat'd from page 1T
Nowell Bingham, Mona Blankentucky in 1972, and the adoption was
who has since retired, was able to determine if Kentucky adoption Informing state officials about
final three years later.
Sid Easley, president, presided. ship, Jo Burkeen, Eleanor
get the autopsy report with little officials knew the Jugenses' teachers convicted of crimes or Other officers are Marvin Harris, Cavanaugh, Richard Hoffman,
"I knew about the baby, but Lois
difficulty in 1975. "It took me five history when they placed the four fired from their jobs, and the state vice president, and Annie J. Harold Houston, Donna Jackson,
Jurgens told me he was a sick litminutes and I had the whole children with them, but her re- board is not required to act.
Duane Jones, Damon Mathis,
tle boy and that was it. She kept an
Nance, secretary.
quest for the records has been
record," she said.
8-by-10 of him on the end table in
introduced as Sharon Myatt, Gerald Owen, and
Lindsey
was
Jean
"It's something, as far as I am
The two agencies who handled denied.
the living room. We visited his
a new board member. Another Kathie Gentry.
Sue Norton, state adoption concerned, we do need to take a
grave every few months," Ms. the adoption, the Kentucky
Department of Child Welfare and specialist, said information about serious look at," Parks said.
Norton told The Paducah Sun.
Even if teachers who have been
Ms. Norton alleges she and her Lutheran Soeial Services, a the natural parents and the baby is
fired
or convicted of crimes have
available
to
adult
adoptees
but
inprivate
agency
in
Minnesota,
three younger brothers were abused at the Jurgens' home, and she should have acquired the same formation about adoptive parents trouble finding teaching jobs in
cannot be obtained without a court Kentucky, they can try the other
and the oldest brother ran away record, she said.
28 states that honor Kentucky
"They should have routinely order.
after three years with their adopNEW YORK (AP) — Andy
Campbell's soup cans, Brillo
certificates.
Two
workers
familiar
with
the
done
that. They're in the adoption
tive parents.
Warhol,the maverick artist whose
boxes and Coke bottles he created.
"They did something terrible to business," she said in a telephone Kentucky case remember they
talent for attracting publicity
"It
really
is
a
Although best known for those
hardship
on
the
had
questions
about Dennis' death
us kids," said Ms. Norton, 26, who interview from her home in Tucrivaled his ability to generate
other states when any one state
but
said
early
Pop Art works, Warhol's
those
questions
were
son,
Ariz.
is living with a former foster
shock with images of popular
career
included forays into
Ms. Felix said the record show- satisfied and nothing available in- doesn't revoke," said Robert
mother in Kuttawa. "I guess I'm
culture, has died of a heart attack.
Gabrys, director of general and
photography, moviemaking,
out for revenge, but I've got a ed the boy died of peritonitis, dicated the death was not professional education in West He was 58.
writing and magazine publishing.
severe inflammation of ahe ab- accidental.
right to be.
Warhol died in his sleep Sunday
L.C. Wolfe, then supervisor of Virginia.
He abandoned a successful
dominal lining, caused by a puncShe learned of the alleged
at
New
York
Hospital after
Gabrys and officials in other
career as a commercial illustrator
murder last fall when the dead tured bowel. Other bruises and the Princeton child welfare office states said the movement
undergoing gall bladder surgery
of
In the 1960s to gain worldwide
boy's natural mother persuaded fingernail marks were found on that handled the adoptions, said teachers with convictions
on Saturday, said hospital
across
his
memory
fame
is
a
as the principal exponent of
little
fuzzy.
the
body.
Minnesota authorities to reopen
spokeswoman Diane Goldin.
If it turns out such information state lines is a national problem.
the
Pop
movement with his
She said she also discovered the
the case. Dennis was found dead in
The artist's pallid face, crowned
"It's called passing the trash,"
repeated silk-screen images of
the Jurgenses' home in a St. Paul mother's history of mental illness was available, he said, "then I am said Walter Taylor, legal counsel
by a shock of white hair, became
commonplace items. He went on
suburb on April 11, 1985. The cou- and chemical dependency. In try- certainly a scoundrel of the for the California Commission
almost as much an icon, especialon
to establish himself as the emople told authorities he had fallen ing to persuade the court to highest order. I don't believe that I Teacher Credentialing.
ly among New York's club and
tionless recorder of the images of
remove the Kentucky children am such a person and I hope I am
on a staircase.
entertainment scene, as the
his day.
The cause of death originally from the Jurgenses' home, she correct in my memory that none
Last
year
the
Kentucky
General
of that kind of information was
Perhaps his keenest talents,
was listed on a coroner's report as wrote in 1975:
Assembly passed a law requiring
however, were for drawing atten'My outrage in looking at this available."
undertermined. The current
schools to do a records check of
tion to himself and his work,for utmedical examiner, Michael
teacher applicants for sex crimes. (Om('d from page I)
tering the unforgettable quote and
McGee, reviewed the autopsy and
But an attorney general's opinion
for finding images that would
declared the case a homicide last
Direct Action has been imsaid the law was unconstitutional
shock the artistic world.
October, citing evidence of "batplicated in about 80 attacks since
because the title of the bill was in
"In the future," he wrote in a
tered child syndrome." He declinIts
founding
in
1979.
The
group
is
1968 exhibition catalog, "everyone
A two-car collision at the in- did not we an approaching west- error. The technical error cannot believed linked with other terror
ed to discuss his findings before
will be world-famous for 15
tersection of Kentucky 121 and bound vehicle driven by Shirley J. be corrected until 1988.
the trial, which is scheduled
groups in Western Europe.
Meanwhile, two Kentucky
16th Street sent a Murray woman Homra, 51, 802 N. 20th Street.
minutes."
March 23.
Terrorism
experts
say
Abdallah
to the Murray-Calloway County
Warhol's fame endured for
The report indicates that teachers recently convicted of sex
Mrs. Jurgens' attorney, Douglas
Is the head of a group called
Hospital
Friday
decades. He was an iconoclast and
night
with
minor
proceeded into the crimes against children retain
Shoemaker
Thomson, said he cannot undersLebanese
Armed
Revolutionary
Injuries, according to Murray City path of the Homra vehicle their certificates.
an eccentric, rejecting accepted
tand how a review of an autopsy 22
Factions that claimed responPolice Chief Larry Nixon and resulting in the collision
conventions of art, society and
years old can be used to indict sosibility for the three attacks on the
reports from the hospital.
behavior.
The accident was investigated
meone. "Nearly a quarter of a
Kerry Duane Pogue, 28, a U.S. and Israeli diplomats.
According to the report, Dean by Officer Joy Mills.
"What he did was more than
century later, we have someone
former Greenville High School
Last week, excepts of the openM. Shoemaker, 16,1219 Dogwood,
produce art, he was part of a
who never looked at the body
A hospital spokewoman said band director, was convicted of ing statement Abdallah said he
was stopped at the intersection, Hamra was treated and released. sodomizing a 14-year-old boy in wanted to read at the trial were
cultural moment which he
come to a different conclusion that
facing north, when he apparently
understood with great acuity,"
it's a homicide," he said.
1985. He was sent to prison for a published in the magazine
year last Oct. 115.
Nouvelle Observateur. The said Leo CasteW, Warhol's dealer
Sens for Ltss
rss
Wal-Mart Sells tor Less • Wa. Mar"
PS'S • M444Mart Saws kw Less
W. Mart Selis
s
Jerald Nickell, 32, began serv- magazine quoted him as calling of 23 years.
ing a four-year sentence this President Reagan a criminal and
month for taking photographs of denouncing the United States as
nude and partly nude students at an "executioner" in Lebanon.
Walston files for
Bullitt County Area Vocational
The French government is
Education Center, where he determined to maintain calm durcity council seat
ing the trial and, according to
taught
McDonald said her office was in- Justice Minister Albhi Chalandon:
Charles H. Walston, 1510 Oxford
vestigating the possibility of "All the necessary measures have
Dr., has filed for reelection to the
revoking Nickel's certificate. She been taken."
Murray City Council, according to
said she had been unaware of the
a spokeswoman for the office of
Pogue case.
the county clerk
Kentucky and other states
ONLY
Walston, who filed today as a
should get some help from a naPlus a 05C Sitting Fee
Democrat, is presently serving his
tional clearinghouse being ((eat'd from page 1)
first term on the council
(Reg. $9.95)
established
Intelligence in Lebanon, said
Advertised specials include traditional poses only. Limit one
Syrian forces will "have no merChamber meeting
special package per stabled mock and white bacioarounds
cy" in quelling further fighting.
Each state would report the
and special elects Dear1r011/ NOT Ca0000b1/1 In odverttsed
Kenaan said all irregulars
name, social security number and
The Murray-Calloway County
package NOT valid with any other or ALL AGES WELCOME
any disciplinary action on that should withdraw from the city and
Chamber of Commerce began its
FAMILIES AND GROUPS Si 50 EXTRA PER PERSON. POSES OUR
person's certificate. The cleartheir office and military centers
regular monthly meeting at noon
SELECTION
inghouse would share the data
should be closed today. He said
today rather than the regular 4:45
with every state, said Charles
Syrian troops would "shoot-to-kill
p.m. time at the chamber office.
Mackey, a New York education ofSHOOTING DAYS/DATES:
on tight any violator. Lawlessness
ficial and chairman of the comIs not tolerable any more."
Thursday thru Monday. Fob. 24-Morch 2
Quiet weekend
mittee that worked on the project
Prime Minister Raldd Karami,
for the National Association of
a Sunni Moslem who headed the
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Warhol dies at 58 Sunday
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Friday night accident results in minor
injuries to Murray woman, reports say
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Editor

MSU recruiters, battling the odds,

to be commended for their efforts
To the editor:
Please join me in 'ending a resounding word of appreciation to
our MSU Office of School Relations. Paul Radke and his crew
there are fighting against the
odds, and are winning!
Did you know that the number of
high school seniors in Calloway,
Graves, Marshall,and McCracken
counties fell over 22 percent in the
past five years? (MSU receives 40
percent of its enrollment from
those counties ) And yet, the
MSU freshman enrollment did not
fall 22 percent! In fact the
freshman enrollment over these
same five years dropped only 10
percent.
The declining enrollment problem is not unique to MSU.In tact,
MSU fared quite well in comparison with other Kentucky
universities. Over the same fiveyear period (1982-86), the
fresharrui enrollment dropped 20
percent at UK; 19 percent at U of
L; 27 percent at Northern Kentucky University; and 19 percent
at Morehead State University.
Much of the credit for keeping
the enrollment as high as it Is at
MSU goes to Mr. Radke and his office's aggressive recruitment of
students. Mailings, phone calls,
cards and personal contacts with
high school juniors ans seniors are
just part of their recruitment efforts. Frequent visits to high
schools, video and radio promotions, and increased contact with
'parents are also in their plans.
The Office of School Relations
really does its homework, too. Not
long ago they conducted a survey

of college-bound seniors and their
parents, asking them to rank 24
college characteristics according
to importance. (This of course,
would reveal what these people
were looking for in a university.)
The top characteristics selected
were: a good scholarship program; career counseling and job
placement services; high
academic standards, excellent
academic reputation; and frequent student-faculty contact. Obviously, Murray State excels in
these areas, and our recruiters
can emphasize these strong
points. (Note: the citizenships of
Murray and Calloway County can
be proud of the way they've helped
with the enrollment at Murray
State through their genera donations to these scholarship hinds!)
By the way, can you guess the
least important college
characteristics as selected by
these high school seniors and their
parents? Both groups agreed that
these are not important in their
selection of a university: location
in a "wet" county; location near a
big city; a winning sports program; and an active fraternity/sorority system.
Citizens of Murray and
Calloway County: we have much
of which to be proud as our community is presented as the
"home" of Murray State University. And we owe a great debt of
thanks to our MSU recruiters in
the Office of School Relations.
Sincerely,
Thomas L. Green, M.D.
1720 Holiday Dr. -- -Murray, KJy. 42071

•
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Royko Says

By Mike Royko

A devilish night for Oral Roberts
I don't know how the Rev. Oral
Roberts puts up with it. ff it isn't
one thing, it's another.
Just the other night, he was on
TV describing a terrifying experience he had in his own bedroom.
"The devil came to my room,"
he said, "and I felt those hands on
my throat, and he was choking the
life out of me. I yelled to my wife,
'Honey, come.'"
His wife Pushed into the room.
"She laid her hands on me and
rebuked the devil," Roberts said,
"and commanded the devil to get
out of my room. I began to breathe
and came out of my bed strong."
That shows how lucky a man is to
have a wife with good hearing —
especially one who can rebuke the
devil and make the nasty bugger
take a walk. Some lazy woman
might have slept through the whole
thing.
Roberts told this story to show
how difficult his life has been since
he revealed that God has been
putting the arm on him to raise
money.
As many of us know, some weeks
ago the TV preacher revealed that
God had warned him that if he
didn't raise $8 million for worthy
causes by the end of March, he
would die.
That kind of deadline can't be an
easy thing to live with. It's one
thing to get a computerized letter

from American Express saying
that you are a week overdue in
paying for your high-living follies.
Or to have a bartender walk over
and say: "I got these chits you
signed the other night when you
were in here and bought drinks for
all those ... uh ... you remember?
You wanna square it?"
But it's something else when God
himself tells you to come up with
eight really big ones or else.
Making it even worse were those
who doubted Roberts. Other
preachers said God is not an extortionist, God is not a terrorist, God
doesn't tell TV preachers to raise
money or die.
This led me to urge people to
withhold their contributions. As
much as I admire Roberts, I had to
point out that if he fails to raise the
money and drops dead on March
31, he will prove the skeptics wrong
and cause a mass conversion of
atheists, agnostics and other wandering souls.
But now we have this new element — Roberts being choked in
his bedroom by the devil.
How much, I ask, can a man be
expected to tolerate?-.
theOn
one hand he has God
telling him to hustle his TV-cowegation for eight mill or be wafted
off to heaven.
Now, $8 million isn't what it used
to be, but it's still a tidy sum. And

it's not like Roberts is Ivan Boesky
and can run a scam on a bunch of
Wall Street chumps. He has to
depend on the kindness of little old
ladies watching TV in boardinghouses.
Many of them don't have checking accounts. They have to totter to
the currency exchange to get
money orders.
So, there is poor Oral, counting
up all these little money orders,
with God peeking over his shoulder,
poised to zap him.
That's pressure.
And after a hard day, what does
he get? He goes home, eats dinner,
tells his wife, "Don't worry, we've
still got more than a month," and
turns in for a good night's sleep.
Under these trying circumstances, that's the least a preacher
is entitled to — a good night's
sleep.
But, as John Belushi would have
said, N000000000.
He wakes up in the middle of the
night, and there is the devil squeezing his throat.
I could understand how someone
with a weaker spirit might say:
"Hey, I've had it with the preacher
business. Starting tomorrow, I sell
used cars."
And who could blame him? I've
known corporate creatures who had
nervous breakdowns because they
weren't promoted from fourth vice

women in the struggle for communism. International Women's
Day was first observed in 1911 in
Germany, Austria, Denmark,and
Switzerland,and in Russia in 1913.
Concerning
International
Women's Day, Lenin said (COLLECTED WORKS, Vol. 32, and
published in the supplement to
PRAVDA No. 51, on March 8,
1921): "Over here, in Soviet Russia,
no trace is left of any inequality
between men and women under the
law...This is only the first step in
the liberation of woman...The second and most important step is the
abolition of the private ownership
of land and the factories...And so on
this international working women's
day countless meetings of working
women in all countries of the world
will send greetings to Soviet
Russia..."
Said Joseph Stalin (A
POLITICAL BIOGRAPHY): "International Women's Day is a token
of invincibility and an augury of the
great future which lies before the
liberation movement of the working class...Long live International
Woman's Day!"
Marsha Krimin Garland
5638 Kidville Lane
Lexington, Kentucky 40515

Barker was right
To the editor:
Bob Barker is to be commended
for his refusal to emcee the Miss
USA Pageant on television if contestants wore fur coats.
It is refreshing for someone like
Mr. Barker to take a stand against
the cruelty of fur-trapping and the
wearing of real furs. If women
across the country would take a
similar stand, refusing to wear
real furs, the barbarism of trapping would disappear.
Sincerely,
Ave Norris
Route 1
Almo, Ky.
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president to third vice president.
Here we have a man who is being
threatened by God with death —
pat when the golf season is starting — and along comes the devil
choking him in his bedroom.
Roberts didn't say how he knew
it was the devil. Assuming he
doesn't use a night light, I would
think that most furtive characters
who choke you in your bed would
look alike.
Maybe it was just a neighborhood
mugger.
But I'll take his word that it was
the devil. Maybe the guy's eyes
glowed in the dark, which would be
a tipoff.
I'm just glad that his wife was
there to rebuke the devil. I just
wish he had said what form the
rebuke took.
Under the circtunstances, does a
wife say: "You nasty thing, you,
take your hands off my husband's
throat. Are you some kind of pervert?"
With five or six weeks before
God's deadline, who knows what
will happen next? Demons with
pitchforks in the breakfast nook?
Underworld fiends in the family
room?
It isn't easy being Oral Roberts
or his wife.
Maybe they ought to buy a big
mean dog.

Looking Back

Church group preparing treatise
Dear Editor:
The United States Conference of
Catholic Bishops is preparing to
write a pastoral document titled,
"Women in the Church and Society," and to gather information for
their document, the bishops are
holding hearings all over the
nation.
I have attended two of these
hearings in the state of Kentucky,
and both of them were planned,
coordinated, and directed by
feminist nuns. All speakers at both
of the hearings were for the full
participation of women in the
Church,including the ordination of
women to the priesthood. There
was much discussion concerning
"discrimination" and "equal
rights" in the two sessions, yet in
both sessions not one traditional,
conservative Roman Catholic was
selected for the speaker's panel,
and I believe that similar sessions
are being staged all over the nation
In an attempt to modernize,
humanize, and socialize the
Church,and to help promote a split
of the American Catholic Church
from Rome.
There is nothing glamorous and
liberating about the infiltration of
the women's liberation movement
into our Judeo-Christian churches.
It is an exploitation of women,and
it is perpetrated by pride, rebellion,
paranoia, and self-concern. And,
e bottom line of the women's
liberation movement is Marxism —
the overthrow of capitalism, the
disintegration of the family unit,
and the destruction of institutionalized religion.
For example, Clara Zetkin was
one of the founders of the German
Communist Party and was one of
the organizers and leaders of the international communist women's
movement for many years. International Women's Day, March 8,
was instituted on her proposal at
the Second International Conference of Women Socialists, held
in Copenhagen in 1910, with the aim
of mobilizing broad sections of
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Capitol Ideas

By Mark R. Chellgren

Brown-Beshear: well-planned theatre?
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
When John Y. Brown Jr. entered
the Capitol to file his candidacy
papers for the Democratic
primary for governor, the first
person to greet him was leading
rival Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear.
Beshear followed Brown into the
secretary of state's office and
waited — not quite quietly — for
him to file. Beshear then chased
Brown into the hall pestering him
to take part in an Impromptuf
debate for the benefit of the
assembled news media.
"Let's get this campaign started
right away," Beshear urged.
"Are you that desperate
Steve?" Brown asked.
"Let's talk about some of the
Issues here. We may not get a
chance for awhile," Beshear
retorted.
The confrontation, which made
for great political theater, also
was something of a metaphor of
the entire Democratic gubernatorial campaign to this point.
There was Brown — joking,
avoiding direct answers, generally trying to stay above the concerns of mere mortal candidates
There was Beshear — baiting
Brown, trying to force him into a
showdown, attempting to make
him become a real candidate.
Beshear's role in this particular
act could have been played by
some of the other Democratic candidates, who have spent months
campaigning in part by criticizing
Brown, the acknowledged frontrunner In field of five major
candidates.
It was also a calculated risk on

Beshear's part that he could come
across as a tough candidate seeking to air limes and not a whining
also-ran seeking attention.
Brown would have none of it on
Friday. He refused to get involved
just as he has refused to campaign
like other candidates and, apparently, will continue to refuse to
act like one of those mere mortal
candidates.
To paraphrase F. Scott FitzGerald, John Y. Brown Jr. is different from the rest of us. Of more
concern to Beshear, Julian Carroll, Grady Stumbo and Wallace
Wilkinson, he is also different
from the rest of them.
Being rich is not the only difference. Wilkinson is rich.
Being married to a former Miss
America helps. Phyllis George
Brown may not be the only
celebrity Kentuckians have ever
known, contrary to what she once
observed, but she is certainly one
of the more entertaining.
Perhaps the fascination with
Brown cannot be explained. But it
can be documented. Even his opponents seem transfixed by him.
Beshear failed to get Brown to
act like any other candidate last
week, and Brown appears
dedicated to keeping it that way
Brown and supporters say they
will run a short campaign of
perhaps six to eight weeks. The
plan seems to be keep Brown
above the fray with he can mount
the same kind of media blitz that
won him the governorship in 1979.
The question is whether he can
adhere to that plan.
The barbs already thrown at

Brown will likely pale next to the
brickbats with his name on them
held in storage in other
campaigns.
Carroll, for one, thinks Brown is
too thin-skinned to resist throwing
some back.
"You're going to find Julian
Carroll sitting on the sideline watching Beshear and Wilkinson sling
all the mud and John Y. Brown slit back Carroll said.

Ten years ago
Calloway County Judge Robert
0. Miller and Calloway County
Property Valuation Administrator
Charles Hale have been appointed
by Gov. Julian M. Carroll to serve
as members of County Statute
Revision Comission.
A four-wheeled drive vehicle
has been acquired by Calloway
County Disaster and Emergency
oServices.
Donald A. Jones, local attorney,
spoke about "Drug Abuse in City
and County" at a meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club held at Triangle
Inn.
Twenty yearsago
Murray State University begin
plans for building of a new football
stadium and a new six-story
classroom building, according to
action taken at a meeting of MSU
Board of Regents.
Charlotte Young, daughter of
Melvin and Fannie Young, was
crowned as basketball queen at
Calloway County High School. Attendants were Mary Jane
Rhoades, Cathy Johnston and
Joan Broach.
IbLrgy years ago
Army Pvt. Hugh T. Carroll
recently was named Soldier of the
Week for 922nd Area Service
Unit's Headquarters Co. at Camp
Leroy Johnson, Louisiana.
Marriages announced include
Shirley Lovett to Gerald Coles,
Feb. 2.
"The City Street Department is
getting on holes, washouts, etc., in
a hurry. We have had so many
streets paved in recent years.
There are few gravel streets,"
from column, "Seen k Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.

QUALITY PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING

Mon., Tues., & Wed. Special

It

Men's or Ladies'
2 Pc. Suits
No Limit
$2
69
Expires 2-25-87

Shirts

One
HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-9525

Laundered to perfection. On
hangers or folded. Bring in
before noon for same day
service.

5 For $379
Expires 2-25-87
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MURRAY TODAY
Mr. and Mrs. Earned Howard
Collins of Benton announce the
engagement and approaching
of their daughter, Barbara Ann, to Kevin Lee Stevenson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ross
Stevenson of Roc.kiedge, Fla.
1Liss Collins is the granddaughter of the late Luther Qrt
Collins of &Intim, the late Mrs.
Minnie Belle 1Lauzy of Murray,
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Water
A. Stevenson of Calvert Qty.
She is a graduate of Marshall
County High School and attended
both Paducah Comnumity College
and Murray State University. She
is employed with Betsy's
Hallmark Caxd k Gift Shop,
Benton.
Mr.Stevenson is the grandson of
the late Lyman 0. Stevenson and
Mrs. June Ernest Stevenson of
Lawrenceville, Ill., and Mervin
Petty and the late Chlora Neal
Petty of Rockledge, Fla.
He is a graduate of
Lawrenceville High School and
earned his Bachelor of Science
degree in industrial technology
from Murray State University.
The candlelight wedding
ceremony will be on Saturday,
March 14, at 7 p.m. at Union Hill
Church of Christ, Union Hill Road,
Hardin.

Barbara Ann Collins and
Kevin Lee Stevenson to marry
A reception will follow in the
Church Benevolent Building,
Hardin.

All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Road to Holiday
)Harmony Is Paved
With Paper Plates

THE MORNING
AFTER E
7:110aly

DEAR RELAXED: I wish it
were that easy. Psychiatrists'
couches are wet with the sweat
of obsessive-compulsive types
trying to free themselves from
all kinds of compulsive behavior in order to live more relaxed
lives.

Central Center 753-3314

Tbe engagement and forthcoming marriage of Miss Emily
Michaux Dunn and Jeffrey Adrian
VanQuen are annotn.d by the
parents of the bride-elect, Mr. and
Mrs. Ray L Dunn.
Miss Dunn is the granddaughter
of Mrs. Myra M. Crabtree of Murray and the late George Raymond
Crabtree. Her paternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Grogan of Murray and the late
Rudy Lilton Dunn.
The bride-elect, a graduate of
Calloway County High School, is a
student at Freed-Hardeman College, Henderson, Tenn.
Mr. VanCuren is the son of Dr.
and Mrs. James R. VancCuren of
Goshen, Ind. He is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Hobson of
Steubenville, Ohio, and Mrs. Max.
me VanCuren of Goshen and the
late Lawrence VanCuren.
The groom-elect, a graduate of
Goshen High School, Is a student
at Freed-Hardeman College
The wedding has been scheduled
for Saturday, May 23

DATEBOOK

DEAR ABBY. I had to laugh mail, a surprising number of
DEAR ABBY: The problem of
when I read the letter from "Dish- people have taken to entertain- grandparents who allow their
pan Hands in Maas.," who cooked a ing the easy way at holiday grandchildren to do whatever they
holiday dinner for 16, then had to time. They save their energy by please at Grandma's house, and
clean up alone after the whole lot of using disposable items when- your saying there should be only
them. (She hinted for help, but ever possible, and save the one set of rules - the ones made by
nobody volunteered.)
"fine china" for smaller the parents - caught my eye. It's
Last Christmas was my turn to parties.
true, kids enjoy being spoiled by
have the family dinner for between
P.S. Paper and plastic will their grandparents who allow them
35 and 40. Everybody brought never replace Wedgwood and to eat sweets all day long and do
something, but I made the turkey. Waterford, but holiday parties things at Grandma's that they are
Guess what? I started a new that include all the kids are not permitted tordo at home, but we
tradition. I bought heavy-duty more fun when there's less have a reverse problem.
plates, paper cups and plastic formality and possibility of
When our 3-year-old grandson
"silverware." I set my table with breakage. Read on:
visits us, we do not allow him to eat
colorful holiday paper tablecloths
and drink anywhere he wants to in
and napkins. After the meal, I just
DEAR ABBY: You advised "Dish- our house. Neither do we allow him
grabbed all four corners of each pan Hands," the hostess who was to jump on beds or walk on the
cloth and stuffed everything into a stuck with dishes for 1,6 after the furniture. When we are at his house
large plastic trash can. No dishpan Christmas family dinner: "If no- we keep our mouths shut. However,
hands for me
body volunteers to help clean up - when he comes here, we set the
MARY ANN draft 'em!"
rules. This seems to satisfy him,
IN LANCASTER, KY
Good advice, but as I see it, that and our daughter (his mother)
hostess has another problem. She's respects our feelings.
DEAR MARY ANN: Welcome one of those crazy clean, compulsive
SAN DIEGO GRANDMA
to the club. According to my types who are unable to relax until
the dishes are done, every pot and
DEAR GRANDMA:I caught a
pan is put away, and the kitchen is lot of flak on my "only one set
epic and span. So while everybody of rules" reply. I assumed (erelse is in the living room socializing, roneously) that all grandparshe's alone in the kitchen, missing ents allowed their grandchildall the fun.
ren to get away with behavior
Next time, advise all hostesses to that would not be tolerated in
clear the table, put all the edibles in their parents' home. I was
the fridge, stop worrying about the wrong. Thank heavens for
gravy hardening on the plates (let grandparents like you. Unfor'em soak!) and join the party.
tunately, I fear you're in the
RELAXED HOSTESS silent minority.

JEFF
BRIDGES

wedding planned

Emily Michaux Dunn and
Jeffrey Adrian Van Curen to marry

By Abigail Van Buren

JANE
FONDA

Marcry Ledger 81 Times

Jo Burkecn, CCII(Of

Collins-Stevenson vows to be said

(For Abby's booklet. "What Every
Teen-Ager Ought to Know," send a
check or money order tor 112.50 and a
long. stamped (39 cents), self-addressed envelope to: Dear Abby, Teen
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
III. 6l064.)

Bethany Church plans services
Bethany Missionary Baptist Church at New Concord will have
revival services at 7:30 p.m. starting Wednesday, Feb. 25, and continuing through Sunday, March 1. The Rev. Tom Fortner of Trenton,
Tenn., will be the evangelist. The public is invited to attend, according ta the pastor, the Rev. James A. Tacker.
Marketing

coop plans meeting

Pemtyrile Ag Marketing, local fresh vegetable marketing
cooperative, will have its annual membership meeting on Friday,
Feb. 27, at 7 p.m. at Old Farm Bureau Building, Hopkinsville. All
members and perms interested in vegetable production should attend, a group spokesman said.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include
the following: Doyce Morris of Murray from Western Baptist;
Wallace Swan of Murray and Sammy Wheeler of New Concord from
Lourdes.

Parent Support Group to meet
Compassionate Parent Support Group will meet Thursday, Feb. 26,
at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Health Center, North Seventh and
Olin Streets. This is open to any parents who have lost a child or
young achllt through death, according to Lillian Robertson GLPN,
coordinator. For more information call Mrs. Robertson at 753-3381.

St. Leo's plans skating party
St. Leo's Catholic Church will sponsor a skating party on Wednesday, Feb. 25, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Roller Skating of Murray. Children
and adults may skate for $2."Come and enjoy a night of fun with your
child," a church spokesman said.

Paris Landing Inn closed
Paris Landing State Park Inn and Restaurant will be closed to the
public from 3 p.m. on Sunday,Feb. n,until 7 a.m. on Friday, Feb. 77.
This closing is due to scheduled maintenance on the boiler, to be
relined and reconditioned, a spokesman said.

Rhonda West gets promotion
Marine'Awe Cpl. Rhonda L. West, daughter of Lillian K. West of
Rt. 1, Kirluiey, has been promoted to her present rank while serving
with 7ild Force Service Support Group, Camp Lejeune, N.C. A 1085
graduate of Reidland High School, Paducah, she joined the Marine
Corp.. in March 1986.

STALLONE
OVERTNEW C=7

Shrine Club meeting Thursday
•

Richard Pryor isis

Critical
Condition [i]

Murray Shrine Club will have its monthly business meeting on
Thursday, Feb. 26, at Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn. All members
are urged to attend for final preparation of the Shrine Circus in April,
according to George E. Poole, p
nt.

Mission study

Memorial

A home mission study of the book, "U
cted Voices," will be
presented by Mrs.'Myra Crawford, teacher, on Tuesday. Feb. 24, at
10 a.m. at Memorial Baptist Church. A potluck luncheon will be served noon. This study is part of the observance of Week of Prayer for
Home Missions and Annie Armstrong mission offering.

MIS Only

*

-

Local hospital
lists patients
Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Feb.
20, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Hillman baby girl, parents, Lori
and Randall, 160 Roaring Springs
Rd., Cadiz:
Copeland baby girl, parents,
Cindy and David, 803 Memorial
Dr., Paris, Tenn.;
Thurman baby girl, parents,
Teresa and Robert, 1511 Diuguid
Dr., Apt. D25, Murray;
Johnson baby girl, parents,
Melisa and Russell, 1119 D
Belmonte, Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Paul Copeland, Rt. 2, Box 186,
Murray; Mrs. Leona Stowers, Box
201, New Concord;
Mrs. Ramona Porter and baby
boy, 752 McCoy Hollow Rd.
Cadiz; Mrs. Tannie Crane and
baby boy, Box 964, Paris, Tenn.;
Miss Melissa Warren, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Jeffrey Sanderfer, Rt. 1,
Box 360, Wingo;
Mrs. MAreeka Geerdes, Rt. 7.
Box 17, Murray; Mrs. Jane Merrell, 1214 Sherwood St., Paris,
Tenn.;
Miss Melissa Reed, Rt. 1,
Mayfield; Miss Kristin Williams,
Rt. 3, Box 178A, Paris, Tenn.;
O.B. Eldridge, Rt. 1, Box 296,
Almo; Stanley Dennis, Rt. 1, Box
257, Dexter;
Virgil Tinsley, Rt. 6, Box 267A-5,
Murray; Mrs. Hazel Jones, Rt. 1,
Hardin;
Mrs. Beatrice Broach, Rt. 6,
Box 136, Murray; Burgess Marine,
Rt. 1, Farmington;
Mrs. Estelle Delaney, West
View Nursing Home, Murray.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Saturday, Feb. 21.
New newborn admissions were
listed.
Dismisials
Mrs. Brenda Hargrove Rt. 1,
Box 229, Dexter; John Crosalln,
Rt. 1, Box 401, Sedalia;
Mrs. Nora Paschall, 708 Broad
St., Murray; Mrs. Kimberly
Saladin, 141211 Stadium View Dr.,
Murray;
Mrs. Mary Burkeen, Rt. 3, Box
(Cont'd on page 5)
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In addition Crocheted Collars, Books and Thread,
Spring Country Samplers, Rhinestones &
Studs...Many more new items

Downtown St. Square • Murray

VS. Akron 10 p.m. Tonight
Vs. Youngstown 10 p.m. Tu•sday
Vs. Austin Posy 10 p.m. Monday
(March 2nd)

Lady Racert

Bol-Ak Shopping Canter
------753-5242
Alterations & Winter Storage
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Hospital..
(Osat'd treat pap 4)
174, Murray; Mrs. Teresa Colson,
Rt. 4, Box 307, Murray;
Ward Tliweatt, Rt. 3, Box 86,
Benton; Mrs. Lonah Maisel, Box
Almo;
Harry Ross, Rt. 0, Box 252,
Patris
ar,grenn.; Mrs. Hazel Locke,
843 Hurt Dr., Murray;
Leroy Algler, Rt. 1, Box 102,
Dexter; Mrs R.E. Pritchett, Box
2, Dexter,
One newbor- n admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Feb.
22, have been released as follows:
Newborn Minimise
Tyler, baby boy, parents, Tarnmy and Ronald, Rt. 2, Box 179A,
Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Miss Jackie Garner, 622 La
Follette Dr., Murray; Mrs. Jo Ann
Erwin and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 94,
Hazel;
Mrs. Norma Turner and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Box 211, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Teresa Thurman and
baby girl, 1511 Diuguid Dr., Apt.
D25, Murray;
Mn. Patricia Roscoe, and baby
girl, Box 983, Murray; Mrs.
Melisa J. Johnson and baby girl,
1119 B Belmonte, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Sherry Kolba, and baby
girl, Rt. 2, Box 157, AB, Hickory;
Mrs. Elaine Etherton, Box 871,
Murray;
Mrs. Betty Dunlap, Rt. 1, Box
48, Buchanan, Tenn.; William
Strong, 608 South 12th St., Apt. 8,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Nola Barrett, Rt. 2, Box
277A, Paris, Tenn.; Walter
Cameron, Murray Manor C2,
Murray.

Scouts hold cake-bake

Coming community events announced
Monday,Feb.23
Hazel Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Mom's Country Kitchen at Hazel.
Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
762-6862 or 762-6851.
---Trinity Christian Center will
have a service at 7 p.m.
---Games will start at 7:30 p.m. at
Murray Moose Lodge. This is for
members only.
---Lady Racers will play
Youngstown at 5 p.m. followed by
Racers and Youngstown at 7:30
p.m. in Racer Arena at Murray
State University. This will be free
admission.
Tuesia-y,Feb.24
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's
Club House.
---Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
---Murray Business and Professional Women will meet at 12 noon
at Sirloin Stockade.
---Quilt Lovers have rescheduled
their meeting at6 p.m. in annex of
Calloway Public Library.
---Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
---Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Uncle Joe's Discount at Dover,
Tenn.,from 9 to 11 a.m. and across
from Bob lc,Jim's Grocery at New

Tuesday,Feb.24
Concord from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
---Cancer Support Group will meet
at 2 p.m. and Alzheimer's Support
Group will meet at 4:30 p.m., both
in private dining room of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. Diet
and Diabetes will meet at 2 p.m. in
third floor classroom of hospital.
---Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
---A Social Security representative
will be at Miller Courthouse Annex
from 10 a.m. to noon.
---,
1 ToughLove, a support group for
parents of "problem"
adolescents, will meet at 7 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620
Main St. For information call
753-2498, 489-2891 or 753-4173.
Calloway County Junior Varsity
and Varsity Boys will play basketball games with Lyon County at
home at 6 p.m.
---Murray High Junior Varsity and
Varsity Boys will play basketball
games with Hickman County at
home at 6 p.m.
---Business, Industry and Govenment Career Day will be from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. in ballroom of Curris Center, Murray State University. For information call 762-3375.
---FFA Paperwork Judging will
begin at 1 p.m. on second floor of
Aplied Science Building south at
Murray State University. For information call 762-3328.
---Murray State University
Horseman's Club will present a

Tuesday,Feb.24
free quarterhorse show at 7 p.m.
at Livestock Show and Exposition
Center.
---Faculty recital by Christopher
Thompson, violin, and Marie
Taylor, piano, will be at 8 p.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University.
---AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
---Memorial Baptist Church will
have home mission study at 10
a.m. at church. A potluck luncheon will be at noon.

Senior Adults will meet at 12
noon in Fellowship Hall of First
Baptist Church.
---Calloway County Athletic
Boosters will sponsor a social hour
following Calloway-Lyon county
games. Seniors will be honored.
---Purchase Area Health Council
will meet at 7 p.m. at Purchase
Area Development District office,
Mayfield.
---Wednesday,Feb. 25
St. Leo's Catholic Church will
sponsor a skating party from 6 to 8
p.m. at Roller Skating of Murray.
---Health Express will be at
Kirksey United Methodist Church
from 1 to 3 p.m.
(Coard on page 7)

Your Individual Horoscope
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Pit
Your engaging personality wins
you success in business circles.
Solicit the opinion of more than one
adviser to broaden your perspective.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Friends may be well-intentioned,
but it's the experts who have the
answers.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Sex appeal and charisma are yours
today, but business and finances are
foremost on your mind. A partner's
suggestion qualifies as a safe risk.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
046
Advice you don't need now, but
someone who's willing to roll up his
sleeves and help'will be a big asset.
Partnerships are of the romantic
kind.
LEO
(July 23to Aug.22)
Just the right amount of play will
brighten your work day and make
you more efficient. Some may meet a
person of the opposite sex through
the job.
VIRGO
(Aug.23to Sept.22)
It's an aunt or uncle who may be
seeking your company now. Leisure
activities are highlighted with an
accent on either romance or offspring.
LIBRA
(Sept.23to Oct.22)
Do-it-yourself projects aren't especially favored, but home entertaining
is. You'll live up to your reputation as
the charming host or hostess.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Forgo a tendency to criticize, for
honey will win more flies than

Per
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16x20 Only $5.00

$40 Value!

WiththePurchaseofYour
Prices
Good
Thru
Saturday

Pack 51 of Murray Cub Scouts held
Its second annual cake-bake auction auction on Monday,Jan. 26, at
Baptist Student Center. Award
winners were, top left photo, Joel
Johnson, left, second, highest
money maker, and Brad Lowe,
first, highest money maker; top
right photo, from left, Caleb
Johnson, second, most original,
Todd Vinson,first, best decorated,
Joel Johnson, first, most original,
John Bryan, second, best
decorated, Michael McCaLliun,
best overall cake. In bottom left
photo, Freddie Allgood, left,
shows the cakes as Auctioneer
Frosty Miller begins the auction.
In bottom right photo Cub Scouts
and their families look over the
cakes before the auction begins.

First Time Ever

arkdown
ness

vinegar. Judgment is good in money
matters and words of love induce
romantic harmony.
SAGITTARIIJS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Whether to buy something practical or off beat is no problem for you
today, for you'll purchase a little of
both. Personal items win over necessities.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Paying that little extra attention to
personal appearance makes the difference today. It's 3/(: . personality
rather than your ideN- that proves
winning.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
fik
You'll gain a new perspective

A

towards an old problem. Privacy
abets romance. Accent artistic
accomplishment rather than spending now.
PISCES
sow
m1181.4
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Be less fault-finding and more
loving with your friends and you'll
certainly be popular today. Introductions are romantic in nature.
IF BORN TODAY,you are practical
and creative and should have no
trouble commercializing your artistic

talents. It is important that you never
be content to rest on your laurels.
Always strive to improve yourself.
Keep busy to keep yourself motivated. You have an interest in public
service and a home is also very
important to you. Banking, writing,
real estate and manufacturing are
other areas of interest.

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, it's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

clkerwm?-4.qk
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Asst. Hostess lngeborg King 492-1348

Wait For Your Tax Return
When You Can BUY NOW
and delay payment
until May 15th*

Any Appliance, VCR
or Television In Stock.
HURRY! OFFER ENDS FEB 28TH!

Two-8x1Os
Three-5x7s
Fifteen wallets
$495
plus 95; sitting fee

Belts & Necklaces

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1987

Now you con get a big beautiful
16x20 wall portrait of your favorite pose for just
$5.00. Because you select your 16x20 pose, please allow on
additional 8 weeks for delivery. $1.95 shipping and handling.
One 16x20 and advertised package per subject, or group posed
together. Advertised package poses our selection. 51.00 sitting fee
for each additional subject in some portrait. Not valid with any
other offer.

Tuesday, February 24 thru
Saturday, February 28
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
700 U.S. Hwy. 641 North Murray

19" Color Zenith Television
Only

$26995

*with approved credit

Sundays
1-5

HOME TV & APPLIANCE
alliracaru cam gr--it
THE PORTRAIT PLACE

733-7670
733-HOME

PACUZ II

MONDAY. FRSILUARY SS, 11151

FARM AND AG NOTES

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Unusual pinkeye condition diagnosed
During the put two weeks,
pinkeye was diagnosed by the
Breathitt Veterinary Center in at
least 12 different herds of cattle,
sheep and goats. Such a report
would not be noteworthy in the
summer months, however, the occurrence of infectious pinkeye in
the winter months in Kentucky is
unusual and probably related to the
unseasonably warm weather.

Heavyweight soils
choke roots and let
water run off.

Lightweight soil mixes
distribute vital ox
and watego-all mots.

Lightweight potting mixes
are the only way to grow
There's good news for guilty houseplant owners.
That ailing spider plant and that yellowing philodendron probably aren't victims of your neglect.
It's possible that the cause of your houseplant's
poor health is its potting soil.
Dark, heavy potting soils may look as rich and
fertile as a farmer's field. But in a flowerpot,
those dollar-a-bag soils have a tendency to choke
off a plant's roots.
The heavy soils pack down over time. The compaction becomes so restrictive that roots cannot
grow and water cannot be absorbed. The heavy
soils are also so dense that plants suffocate, preventing vital oxygen from reaching the roots. The
unaerated roots stay damp, causing rot and fungus — two common houseplant killers.
Your prescription to a healthier houseplant is a
so-called "lightweight" potting mix.
Lightweights have been used by commercial
growers for years but are just now becoming popular with consumers. Aside from the excellent results they product, lightweights are very
convenient. Houseplants require less maintenance and large planters are easier to handle.
Lightweight mixes allow roots to breathe and
freely extend into the soil. Oxygen and water flow
to all roots because lightweights are uniformly absorbent. This also means that plant foods reach

the entire root system making plants grow faster
and resist disease better.
Lightweight mixes offer the typical houseplant
owner a way to practice "cookbook gardening."
That is, when you follow the recommendations of
home gardening books, positive results will show
quickly and dramatically There's usually no need
for massive pruning. relocation to the shower, or
voodoo.
As the name indicates, lightweight mixes weigh
about half as much as traditional potting soils of
equal volume and will repot as many plants.
Lightweight mixes contain organic materials,
such as composted bark or sphagnum peat moss,
which retain moisture and nutrients.
The primary inorganic material found in lightweights is vermiculite, a clay mineral similar to
mica that also facilitates water and nutrient retention.
Many mixtures also include limestone for pH
balance and a wetting agent to help with Water absorption and/or shedding.
As a baby, your houseplant started in a lightweight soil. It grew in the nursery in a lightweight.
Repotting it now in a lightweight will reward you
with years of beautiful growth and trouble-free
care.

LwF

Announcing The

Kentucky Educational Foundation's

Mini-Grant Program For Teachers

1 21

I

PURPOSE:

DEADLINES

The Mini-Grant Program for Teachers gives
teachers the opportunity to put exciting, innovative and long-cherished ideas into practice.
Mini-Grants allow teachers to enrich the standard curriculum in ways that directly affect
students' day-to-day classroom experiences not
supported by tax dollars.

Projects to be implemented during the spring
semester must be postmarked by October 15 of
the previous fall semester.

All public school teachers (K-12) currently
teaching in the state of Kentucky.

MAXIMUM GRANT:
The maximum amount for any single grant is
$500.

PROJECT GUIDELINES AND
RESTRICTIONS:
1) Projects should directly involve students as
fully as possible.
2) Grants may not be used to pay teachers or
staff.

3) Grants may not be used to purchase
equipment.
4) Projects that Incorporate matching funds or
community resources are favorably
received.
5) Interdisciplinary or team-teaching projects
are encouraged.
6) Projects involving an entire school are
encouraged.

Infectious bovine keratomajtmctivitis(IBK ), commonly known as
pinkeye among cattle fanners, can
be caused by a variety of agents.
Most cases, however, are caused
by an infection of the eye with the
bacteria moraxella bovis, which
can be spread from nonsymptomatic carrier cows and from ob-

viously infected animals by the
face fly (muses auttunnalis).
Although quite similar to the
home fly, the face fly can survive
through the winter as an adult,
while the house fly survives
through the winter in the egg or
pupa stage. When weather conditions result in temperatures of 50
degrees or more for two to three
days, the female face flies become
active and seek the ocular secretions from the cow eye.
Pinkeye can be a very serious
disease, particularly in baby
calves, and frequently results in
blindness in one or both eyes. Fortunately, however, moraxelki basis
is susceptible to most commonly
used antibiotics and prompt treatment with them is beneficial.

Application forms are available in your
school principal's office: or by request in writing
to:

Kentucky Educational Foundation
The Vine Center, Suite 300
333 West Vine Street
Lexingtton, Kentucky 40507
INCLUDE STAMPED SELF ADDRESSED
ENVELOPE

NOTIFICATIONTeachers will be notified by December 1 for
spring semester projects. Teachers will be notified by May 1 for fall semester projects.

FUNDING LEVEL'
The Kentucky Educational Foundation has
budgeted $25.000 per school year for MiniGrants for Teachers.

VC.

M.=H300
333 West Vine Street
Lexington, Kentucky 40507
(606) 259-9342
Suite

The Breathitt Veterinary Center
in Hopkinsville has developed
techniques for providing diagnostic
data on the same day specimens
are submitted. Submission of corneal impressions, swabs of the eye
and blood samples expedite an early diagnosis for the cause of
pinkeye

Health departments to enforce sewage dumping laws
Local health departments in each
county are directly responsible for
implementing and enforcing laws
enacted by the legislature concerning on-site sewage disposal as
related to the Farmstead Exemption Law.
There have been some
misunderstandings concerning this
topic. Hopefully in this brief explanation, we can clarify some of

the questions that may arise.
Presently all local health departments are requiring letters from
the Property Evaluation Office that
states the property owner's name,
amount of acreage in question, and
also if they are taxed as a farm,in
order for a landowner to be farmstead exempt from on-site sewage
permits.
Farmstead by definition accor-

Paducah Livestock Auction results

ding to the Kentucky Statutes
means,"a farm dwelling together
with other farm buildings and
structures incident to the operation
and maintenance of the farm,
situated on ten acres or more of
land, which is located outside the
corporate limits of a municipality."
Listed below are opinions from
the Attorney General's Office as
they relate to farmsteads. Our interpretation of these opinions would
be that unless a building or dwelling is a constituted part of a farmstead operation, it will not be

Cattle 684, Calves 3 compared to 985 lb. 48.00, Small No. 1 430-485 lb.
last week Slaughter Steers and 55.00-72.00, 600-700 lb. 53.00-55.00.
1. If a building is used for equipHEIFERS: Medium and Large
Heifers untested, Cows and Bulls
1.00-3.00 lower, Calves and Vealers No. 1 240-290 lb. 64.00-74.00,300-400 ment repair other than the
untested, Feeder Steers and lb. 63.00-68.00, few 71.00-75.00, farmer's own equipment and a fee
Heifers 1.00-3.00 Higher with 400-500 lb. 62.0046.00, couple 481 lb. is collected for such repair, it does
weights under 500 lb. comprising 75.00,500-190 lb. 52.00-59.75, 730-885 not qualify for an exemption.
2. If a residence, mobile home or
lb. 51.00-52.00, lot of 6 745 lb. 61.00,
over 60% of feeders.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Breaking Medium No.2300-51:4 lb. 49.00-61.00, otherwise is used for other than
fulltime tenant who works full-time
Utility and Commercial 2-4 500-650 lb. 51.00-54.00.
Small No. 1 300-475 lb. 44.0041.00, on the farm,it cannot be classified
35.0042.00, Cutter and Boning Utilias a farm dwelling. If this
ty 1-3 35.25-40.50, High dressing in- 575-650 lb. 47.00-50.00
STOCK COWS and CALVES: residence is rented to someone who
dividual 45.50, Cutter 1-231.00-33.00.
SLAUGHTER BULLS• Yield Medium and Large No. 1 does not work on the farm,it is not
grade 1-2 1270-11165 lb. indicating 445.00-595.00 Medium No. 2 exempt.
If you have any questions concer77-79 Carcass boning percent 360.00-430.00 with 150-300 lb. Calves
ning these opinions on the Farmat side of 3-8 yr. old cows
43.75-47.50.
STOCK COWS: Medium and stead Exemption Law, please call
FEEDERS: STEERS: Medium
the Calloway County Health Center
No. land Large No. 1 185-300 lb. large No. 1 830.00-425.00
STOCK BULL& Large No. 1 at 753-3331, Monday through Friday
73.00-81.00, individual 295 lb. 105.00
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
300-400 lb. 76.00-86.00, few 825-1065 lb. 45.0040.50
90.00-93.00, 400-500 lb. 67.00-83.75,
600-700 lb. 64.00-67.00 700-745 lb.
62.00-69.00, lot of 9 765 lb. 71.00,
teiedurtaey
Merduch,(
Medium no. 2 300-500 lb. 57.0047.00,
500-650 lb. 60.00-62.00, 775 lb. 52.50,
Large No. 2 250 lb. 62.00,300-400 lb.
Ada:a"SZ-44,0e6a1zolv
44.00-55.00. 445-528 lb. 57.00-58.00,
The textbooks on animal husban- year because of heavy fall rains)
dry all too often explain grass and ground temperature frequentFruits
tetany as occuring when "animals ly warms to 40 degrees or more in
U.S. per capita consumption
are grazing lush pasture early in mid-winter.
of fresh and processed; In pounds
the spring."
Low Magnesium
If you live in Kentucky, better not
Grass tetany is a disorder
to count on it being only a spring- primarily of cattle (occasionally
time condition. Ideal conditions for sheep and goats) that results from
grass tetany to develop are lush an extremely low level of
anusfruit
growth of cool-season grasses; high magnesium in the blood. Mostly it
levels of nitrate, potassuim and affects cows at calving or those
moisture in the soil; soil with calves up to a month old, and
temperature between 40 and 60 robust cows with big calves and
degrees; cows that are calving or high levels of mild production seem
have calves.
most vulnerable. Other cattle may
All these conditions are seen in also be affected, including yearling
1970
135
75
'EC
Kentucky between October and stocker cattle and bucket fed
Chicago Tribune Graphic by Kew, Boyd.
April. Cows calve the year round, calves, but are not as likely to
Source U S Depenment of kartura
the ground tends to be wet in the develop the condition.
Economic Reward+ Samoa
winter (and may be more so this
Signs of grass tetany include excitability, convulsions, incoordination such as a cow attempting to get
"Good service, good coverage,
up but can't. Once symptoms are
treatment must be started
seen,
good priceImmediately, will be costly and
may not be successful.
Prevention is the treatment of
choice, and is really a simple
procedure.

That's State Farm
insurance."
STATE FARM

APPLICATION AND GRANT
PROCESS:

During warm winter days,
farmers should be especially alert
for early cases of pinkeye and
should work closely with their
veterinarians to collect the
necessary specimens to determine
cause and to initiate appropriate
early therapy. Pinkeye can also be
caused by viral infections, allergic
responses and foreign body
penetration

616
)
tra(02)

Jona Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6tit St.

INSURANCE
'r
Like o good neighbor, State Form is there.

State Form Componies•Horne Offices Bloomington, Illinois

Sat.
Mon.
Feb. 23-28

MEN'S TOP QUALITY
VESTED SUITS
On Sale For

695°
Reg 89"

$20

off
Also available
all other men's top quality
2 & 3 piece suits.

WHOLESALE STORES, INC•
At New Lessees — East &MA and NA St.
Mesa alsaidsetudite
NajJt Konlesky — Mete 2474717
1st. 10 a.st.4, Visa II Illaidertaird
. 10 0.0-41

Store It
Cattle don't store magnesium in
their bodies and must eat the needed amount daily. This may be as
much as two ounces per day of
magnesium oxide or some other
magnesium compound. Apparently it is distasteful, so a mixture is
usually fed which disguises the
taste and may not include other
needed elements.
Magnesium deficiencies may
have other adverse effects, including failure to breed back on
schedule.
Your veterinarian is your best
source of information regarding
magnesium deficiencies, how to
prevent them and how to detect if
it is occuring. He is also expert in
all areas of nutrition and can instruct you in creating a custom diet
for the animals on your farm.

Hog market
✓
,.1-2122p Ifortet Mows Ilanice/tobruary 22.
IOW
Keeliasep reveller Area IS. ISeatiet Report I.
ides•auras iNalbeat
Merretre• Ogee .711
Reeelplier AM. SR I.
Refer Om .1114.110 WU*
IMM1.11144:10
IVO 14 1104111 Lim
144J11411-11
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1411.1111-4111Js
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Dr. E.B. Howton
Dr. E.B. Howton, 84, of 1317
Olive Blvd., Murray, died Saturday at 10:46 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital
His wife, Mrs. Bertie Howton,
died Sept. 22, 1982.
One daughter, Betsy Howton of
Bowling Green, survives.
Born Jan. 29, 1903, in Dawson
Springs, he was the son of the late
Harve Howton and Mary Courtney
Howton.
Dr. Howton retired in 1973 as
chairman of the Department of
Agriculture, Murray State Univer-

Mrs. Edith Meeker McDougal

Mrs. Edith Meeker McDougal,
the Year in Kentucky Agriculture
In 1971 by Kentucky Farm Press 74, of Rt. 8, Murray, died Saturday
at 4:80 a.m. at her home. Her husand Radio. He served on Kentucky
Board of Agriculture for 12 years. band, Pierce McDougal, died Aug.
16, 1986.
He helped to organize and served
She was a retired nurse and a
as president of Kentucky Artifical
Breeding Association for eight member of Seventh and Poplar
years and on the board for 20 Church of Christ.
Born Dec. 23, 1912, in Mcyears He helped to plan and
secure the West Kentucky Cracken County, she was the
Livestock Show and Exposition daughter of the late James Hugh
Meeker and Lennie Stokes
Center here.
The Murray man received the Meeker.
MSU Presidential Medallion for
Survivors are one daughter,
Exemplary Service, had a life Mrs. Eddie Suzane)(
Jackson,
membership in MSU Alumni Paducah; one son, Jimmy Shelton
Association and had received and his wife, Shirley, Rt..8, Mur"Service to Kentucky ray ; three stepsons, Bobby
Agriculture" citations from three McDougal and wife, Laura, BenKentucky governors.- - Aon, Gene McDougal and wife,
He had been a member of Mur- Lou, Rt. 2, Murray, and Joe Buddy
ray Rotary Club since 1936, and
was a member of Calloway
Retired Teachers Association and
Final rites for Mrs. Myrtle
West Kentucky Historical Society. Eurene Scott were Sunday at 2
Presently Dr. Howton was serv- p.m. in the chapel of Blalocking as a member of Murray City Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Council and was the council R.J. Burpoe officiated. Music was
representative to Murray. by Grace Baptist Church Choir
Calloway County Parks Board. He
with Leland Peeler as director and
was appointed to the council in Oc- Anita Smith as pianist.
tober 1983 to serve an unexpired
term and later was sworn in as a
member in January 1984.
The funeral is today at 1 p.m. in
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — An Ohio
the chapel of J.H. Churchill judge said he agrees to
the proFuneral Home. The Rev. A. secution's
request to drop agNowell Bingham is officiating and
gravated murder and other
Mrs. Bea Farrell is organist.
charges against Alton Coleman,
Pallbearers are Mancil Vinson, who faces execution
in three states
Eldon Heathcott, Dr. Hugh for a crime spree
across the
Oakley, Dr. Harry Sparks, Dr. Midwest.
L.J. Hortin, Rudy Shelton, Matt
Lucas County Common Pleas
Sparkman and Joe Dick.
Court Judge Robert Christiansen
Burial will follow in Murray City said he
would approve proCemetery.
secutors' requests to drop charges
The family requests that expres- In Toledo against
Coleman, 31, and
sions of sympathy be in the form of his companion, Debra
Brown.
donations to First United
Prosecutors were to request the
Methodist Church, Murray, where charges be dropped
today, saying
he was a member.
If the two were convicted and
sentenced to death in Toledo, it
could delay their executions in the
other
deaths.
two
Chandler, Paris, Penn.;
sisters, Mrs. Jack (Jessie) HumColeman and Brown were inphreys, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn., and
dicted in November 1984 on four
Mrs. Myrtle Orr, Hazel; one
counts each of aggravated murder
brother, Jewel Judge Paschall, in the July 1984 slayings
of
Rt. 2, Puryear.
Virginia Temple, 30, and her
Also surviving are four grand- daughter, Rachelle, 10, of Toledo.
children, Lance Bryan, London, They were sexually assaulted,
England,and Chris Bryan, Jimmy strangled and left in a crawl space
Bryan and Lisa Bryan, Sikeston; in their home.
two stepgrandchildren, Mark
Coleman and Ms. Brown were
Chandler, Memphis, Tenn., and
also
charged with aggravated robMike Chandler, Paris, Tenn.
bery, aggravated burglary, kidMiller Funeral Home of Hazel napping, and grand theft of a vehiwill be in charge of the funeral and cle in an assault on Frank and
burial arrangements.
Dorothy Duvendack of Toledo.

McDougal and wife, Trish,
Morganfield.
Also surviving are two sisters,
Mrs. Carlyle (Dorothy) Phillips,
Paducah, and Mrs. Maurine
Smith, Fulton; one brother, Emil
Meeker, Troy, Ohio; 14 grandchildren, eight greatgrandchildren
Services were today at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. John Dale officiated and Jerry Bolls directed
the song service.
Pallbearers were Randy
Shelton, Terry McDougal, Robert
McDougal, Sean McDougal, Scott
McDougal and Steve McDougal,
all grandsons.
Burial was in Elm Grove
Cemetery.

Pallbearers were Edward
Krakowski, Gaines Witty, Hershel witty, Steve Parrish, Toy
Parrish and Ricky Witty. Burial
was in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mrs. Scott, 72, died Thursday.

Judge agrees to request on charges

Mrs. Cletie Hill Dublin
Mrs. Clete Lucille Paschall Hill
Dublin, formerly of Hazel, died
Monday at 7 a.m. at a rest home at
Sikeston, Mo.
She was the daughter of the late
James I. Paschall and Etna
Charlton Paschall. She was
preceded in death by her first husband, Lance Pete Hill; one sister,
Mrs. Pearl Miller; and three
brothers, Bert, Toy and Parvin
Paschall.
Survivors are her husband, Coy
Dublin, Paris, Tenn.; one
daughter, Mrs. Jo Bryan and husband, Jim, Sikeston; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Jimmy (Carolyn)
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Toxic PCB dumping to be checked

Mrs. Myrtle Eurene Scott

Dr. E.B. Howton
sity. He had been appointed to that
position in 1957, but had been at
MSU since 1937.
While at MSU he helped develop
Master's degree in agriculture
program and helped to establish
the Horsemanship Program, the
first at a major university. He was
presented an honorary doctorate
LLD at Murray State and also was
recipient of Distinguished Professor Award at MSU. The E.B.
Howton Agriculture-Engineering
Building on North 16th Street is
named in honor of the deceased.
Dr. Howton was chosen Man of
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"I think (dismissal of the
charges) is proper. They've had
four death sentences. It would only
cost a lot of money (to prosecute
the two)," said Duvendack.
Coleman has been sentenced to
death in four cases in Illinois,
Ohio, and Indiana, and Ms. Brown
faces the death sentence from
three murder convictions.

LOUISVILLE Ky ( AP) — Kentucky officials plan to check on
reports that a gas pipeline company has dumped 'xlc PCBs at
compressor s ations at
Tomkinsville, D ville and
Owingsville.
The U.S Environm tal Protection Agency is c ducting
criminal and civil inv
Lions
Into the dumping b Texas
Eastern Transmission Co along a
10,000-tnile line from Te
to New

Jersey, but officials do not expect
criminal charges.
J. Alex Barber, director of the
state Division of Waste Management, said Saturday that state officials have not been told of the
PCBs dumpsites and said he was
concerned
The three Kentucky stations are
on three parallel 200-mile gas
pipelines that pass through the
state from Tomkinsville
northeast

Community... ,4nt'd
)' from page 5/
Wednesday,Feb. 25
Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. and Living
vrith Diabetes at 2 p.m. in third
floor classroom of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
————
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
————
Ladies Bridge with Elsie
-Caldwell as hostess is scheduled at
9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
————
Murray State University
Horseman's Club will present a
tree quarterhorse show at 7 p.m.
In Livestock and Exposition
Center.
————
First Presbyterian Church
Choir will rehearse at 6:30 p.m.
————
Ladies Bible Class of University
Church of Christ will have a
potluck luncheon following the
class period at 10 a.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 25
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10 a.m.
and Youth Club at 5 p.m.
————
Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club
Recreation at 4:45 p.m., Super
Dinner at 5:30 p.m., Youth Club
and Adult Bible Study at 6:30 p.m.
and Choir practice at 7:30 p.m.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.

NOTICE
We Haul White Coldwater
Grovel and Dirt.
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mech. :idly removed
24" Deep Free Estimates
Treated Cross Ties
435 4343 Bob Kemp
or
435 4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 am.
Industrial Average
-33.20
Goodyear
Previous Close
2235.24
I.B.M.
Air Products
45% -1%
Ingersoll Rand
A.T.C.-Class A
211,411 21%A
Jerrie°
AT&T
23 -%
Kmart
Brigp & Stratton
Kroger
30% -1
/
4
Chrysler
47% -144
JCPenney
CSX Corp
Penwalt
33% -3
/
4
Dean Foods
20% -%
Quaker Oats
Dollar General Store14/
1
413 141/4A
Sears
Exxon
soy. -1%
Texaco
Ford
Time Inc.
7644 -1%
45 unc
G.A.F.
U.S.Tobacco
76 -3
General Motors
/
4
Wal-Mart
GenCorp, Inc
77 -%
Wendy's
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield
5244 -2
WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

5411/4 - Vs
13144 -ys
771,4 -1
/
4
22B 221/4A
56% -2%
SPA -X
1444 -%
Of% -11/4
48% -1%
51% •11
/
4
33% -1
82 +%
26% .1/4

FREE ELECTRONIC NEARING TEST
•Nearing Aids Saki On 30 Day Trial
•Illatteries/Serylce All Makes
—Sownl Certified—
Heath.. Air Specialists

54-44
1044
5.33

753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
Nearing Aid Ginter
206 S. 4th, Murray

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
PAT GOSSUM

753-3366

We Reserve

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

The Right
To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

Across from Murray Drive In Theater—Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mt. Dew or Dr. Pepper
,
8 Pk. 16 oz.

Lynn Grove

Large Eggs
Doz.

58

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi
or Mt. Dew

$ 1 68

$279

Plus Deposit

Pantry Pride

12 Pack Can

Frito-Lay Delta Gold

Sunlight

Bread

Reelfoot

Dishwashing
Bacon12 $ 1 29
Detergent
or

Potato Chips

oz

Hot or Mild

Sausage$ 1 29

1 Lb
22 oz.

Turner Milk /
1
2%

Gal. $ 1 89

98°

Reg. $1.49

White Potatoes

78°
20 Lb. Bag $

1.89

Fresh Green Iceburg
Fresh Green

Cabbage

15

Broccoli

Lb.

50 Lb. Bog *8.99

Lettuce

Fresh Green

Large Bunch

58°

/.%

Large Head
California Sunkist Navel

Oranges

6 oz. Radishes,
Green Onions or
1 Lb. Bag Carrots

10F.,'100 5,,w s 00

3

Fresh Crisp

Celery
Large Stalk

39

Imported From Chile

Snow White

Plums

Cauliflower

58Lb.

.4

Red

,44. Grapefruit
48 Ct

5,0,$ -1 00

Large Head

98

Red Ripe

Tomatoes

-
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Slump...

Hoops across the Bluegrass

Racers continue to struggle
through conference schedule

Eagles looking for
OVC championship
By The Associated Press
Morehead State is within reach
of the Ohio Valley Conference title
and home field advantage in the
league tournament, thanks to Bob
McCann's rebounding and to
Eastern Kentucky.

McCann knew about motivation,
scoring 21 points and grabbing 18
rebounds in the victory.
"I have to get rebounds for us to
have a good chance to win. I knew
I had to get as many as I could,"
said the 6-foot-9 senior center who
ranks sixth in the nation in
rebouding with 11.3 a game.
Tennessee Tech hit only 21 of 71
shots for 29.5 percent while the
Eagles sank 39 of 71 for 54.9 percent. Morehead State also held a
60-33 edge in rebounding.
OHIO VALLEY
Scottie Johnes finished with 14
for the Eagles, followed by
points
CONFERENCE
Derrick Davis with 13. Michael
Mason and Kevin Simpson contributed 11 apiece,
Anthony Avery topped Ten"Fate is in our hands,"
nessee
Tech with 15 points, followMorehead State coach Wayne
ed
by
Andy Walker with 12 and
Martin said after the Eagles beat
Wise
vrith 11.
Earl
Tennessee Tech 1440 at home
Eastern Coach Max Good is also
Saturday in a conference game
eyeing a post-season bid after
and snapped a four-game losing Saturday's home victory against
streak. "Eastern Kentucky did us
Middle Tennessee, which came
a favor tonight. We are two pines
McGill hit a 28-foot shot
away from the OVC crown and two when Jeff
three
seconds left. Middle
with
victories would insure us of
Tennessee's Randy Henry had tied
hosting the OVC tournament."
Eastern had an 89-86 victory the game at 86 on a 10-foot jumper
'seconds a;the clock.
over league-leader Middle Ten- with 1.9
"This
is a great win; an impornessee, which dropped the Blue
win.
This gives us a chance to
tant
Raiders to 10-3 in the conference
up
in the league race, and
move
sad MK overall, just a game
we're
still
hoping to go to a tournadiita44 and 20-6 Akron, which
ment," he said. "They are a very,
beat Marray State 76-16.
Morehead stands at 8-4 and very good basketball team. It took
a great game by us to win.
14-11, with a game against Middle
"I'm just happy as heck that
Tennessee tonight and a match
shot
went in. It was a big shot by a
with Eastern Kentucky on
good player. He took it with seven
Thursday.
seconds to go and it took five
In other OVC action tonight,
seconds
to get there; that's how
Tennessee Tech visits Eastern
out. But it went in.
far
he
was
Kentucky and Youngstown State is
That's all that matters."
at Murray State.
Antonio Parris led Eastern KenTennessee Tech had little to lose
tucky with 21 points and broke the
Saturday. It was already in the
career scoring mark on a
conference basement and fell to school
12-footer in the first half. Parris
Mg Mb* by(lag_Walbsr
142 and 6-19 overall.
''This game was a classic exam- now has 1,605 points. The old
Brown,
Racer Jeff Martin gets two of his game-high 24 points the easy
ple of a contest between one team mark, set in 1976 by Carl
was
1,502.
Martin's efforts weren't enough, however, as the Racers dropped
with a great deal of motivation
McGill
and
Tyrone
Howard
had
mother
OVC game.
fighting for the OVC lead, and
another team with not as much 19 points for Eastern Kentucky,
now 7-5 and 15-10. Dwayne Rainey
motivation, at the bottom of the
scored 19 points and Henry added
conference standings," said Ten18 for the Blue Raiders.
nessee Tech coach Tom Deaton.
Western Kentucky had to play
without center Clarence Martin,
Who sat out his third straight game
with back spurns,and lost 86-73 to
Kentucky opened a 9-point first
BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) —
Sun Belt Conference rival
half lead with a 14-0 scoring surge.
Alabama-Birmingham in the last Louisiana State University had
Chapman had 9of his points in that
regular season game for both just beaten Kentucky for the third
span.
6%-minute
past
two
row
over
the
time
in
a
teams.
LSU narrowed Kentucky's 21-12
seasons and LSU Coach Dale
Western has already clinched Brown was savoring the moment.
lead to 28-24 at halftime, then went
the conference championship and
ahead for good at the 10:16 mark
"To say that's not meaningful
has the top seed for the tourna- would be an absolute lie," Brown
on a layup by Anthony Wilson.
ment that starts Thursday in said after LSU's 65-52
Chapman's 24 points was eight
Bowling Green.
points over his average, but his
Southeastern Conference victory
running mate at guard, Ed
The victory in „Birmingham Saturday.
Davender, was 13 points below his
gave the Blazers an 18-10 record,
season average, scoring only two
10-4 in the league. Western fell to
25-7 and 12-2.
Reginald Turner had 16 for
UAB. Tracy Foster scored 12 and
freshman Alan Ogg 11, his careerhigh. Forward Tells'Frank scored
QUALITY FILM
20 to lead Western Kentucky. KanDEVELOPING IN
nard Johnson scored 16 and grabbed 16 rebounds.
JUST 1 HOUR
That, coupled with a 76-41 vicIn other action, Southern Intory
Jan. 18 at Lexington — Kendiana beat Kentucky Wesleyan
tucky's
worst loss ever in Rupp
83-77 and Centre beat Fisk 98-75.
Arena — and 59-57 LSU victory in
The Murray State men's track
the 1966 NCAA Regionals, gave
team had a very successful
LSU three straight over the
weekend, competing in two meets.
Wildcats for just the second time
Lance Winders won the mile
ever.
run, with a time of 4:20.10, at the
"To say that beating Kentucky
third annual Pepsi Challenge InIsn't meaningful would be an abvitational at Eastern Illinois
solute lie," Brown repeated. "But
University, Feb. 20.
just to beat anybody once this
Keith Abell finished fifth in the
year, we're happy. It's all been
event and Barry Knight sixth.
done on defense.
Trent Lovett was first in the
"If you look at the last three
1,000 yard run with a 2:16.83.
•Limit one coupon
wins, Kentucky has never scored
Damon Geiger finished fourth.
over 57 points against us in these
per customer and
Patterson Johnson won the trione coupon per roll
three wins."
ple jump with a 51'11", a new meet
This time around, Nikita Wilson
with this ad
record and the distance medley
SPECIAL:
took control of the lane in the serelay team of Abell, Knight,
Expires March 2nd, 1987
half,
scoring
16
of
his
22
-died
Large Hamburger, -points in the late going off of Winders and Calvin Turniey won
with a time of 10:41.20.
French Fries
repeated feeds from Anthony
Leigh Golden was NNW In the
Wilson as LSU improved to 17-12
10 yard hurdles with a 712. Ronald
& Medium Drink
overall and 74 in the SEC after its
Boyce finished second in the 60
third victory in a row.
yard dash with a 6.44 and Thrnley
Rex Chapman had 24 for Kenwas fifth
tucky, 16-8 and 6-7
Damon Geiger was esond tin the
Special Good Fab.23-28
"I felt when they came in here.
three-mile run with a 15.14.4.
r7
11 —
they were nervous," said Nikita
NOUN
Johnson, Turriley, Golden and
.frae
P14010
Wilson. "It's tough to come in here
Boyce finished third in the mile
DEVELOPING
and beat the Tigers in the
relay with a 3:27.80.
Assembly Center, especially after
Mike Leveronrie was third in the
what happened in our last game.
860 with a 2:00.26, Golden fourh in
I Open: Mon.-am .. 9-8
Chestnut St,
"I just had all the confidence we
the MO with a 32.36 and Steve
Otampic Plaza, Fawley
753-0045
Murray
could
beat them, even after we got
Whistler sixth in the 15-pound
759-9347
behind."

By CLAY WALKER
Sports Edtter
Murray State coach Steve
Newton Is doing a great deal of
head-scratching these days. His
Racers, 11-14 overall and 4-8 in the
Ohio Valley conference, have suffered five consecutive OVC losses,
three at home.
The latest Racer defeat was a
76-66 loss at the hands of Akron
University, Saturday night.
"It's frustrating, no question
about it," Newton said. "This was
a tough one to lose. The guys gave
us an effort."
The Racers trailed Akron 37-32
at the half, but came back to tie
the game, 37-37 on a Jeff Martin
lay up. Martin led all scorers with
24 points.
"Jeff worked hard and with a little bit of a disadvantage, fighting
off a chest cold that's bothered
him lately," Newton said.
Akron responded to Martin's
basket with a basket from Eric
McLaughlin, however Toney
Ford's three-point goal put Murray up 42-41.
The Racers built a four-point advantage before the Zips, led by forward Marcel Boyce's 23 points and
nine rebounds, came back to tie
the came with a Boyce tree throw.
Boyce increased the Akron lead
to 56-52 the next trip down and the
Zips cruised through the remainder of the game to win their
20th game in 26 tries. Akron is 94
In the conference.
"He (Boyce) is a prime-time
player," Newton said. "He really
gave us a clinic there in the end."
Murray State was plagued
throughout the night by poor execution. The Racers shot 44 percent to Akron's 55 and committed
nine turnovers to the Zips seven.
Murray also fell apart at the
line, the one aspect of the Racer
offense that has been effective this
year, shooting just 61.5 percent to
Akron's 70.
Murray did manage to outrebound Akron, 34-31, but it wasn't
enough to compensate for Murray's struggling offense.

While the Racers had only one
turnover in the second half, their
eight errors in the first were
enough to discourage Newton
from maintaining a quick tempo.
"Our eight (first-half) turnovers
tell a little bit about while we don't
run," he said.
AKRON (74)
Boyce 8-14 6-10 23, Roberts 8-11
4-5 20, Cullifer 0-1 0-0 0, Dowdell 3-7
2-38, McLaughlin 5-8 0-0 12, Taylor
0-0 0-0 0, Schutz 1-3 7-10 9, Douglas
1-2 0-0 2, Loyer 0-1 2-2 2. Totals
26-47 21-30 76.
MURRAY ST.(IS)
Martin 10-16 4-7 24, Gold 0-2 0-0 0,
McClatchey 5-8 0-0 10, Kimbrough
0-0 0-00, Mann 5-11 2-4 16, Ford 2-9
0-0 5, Mensey 0-3 0-0 0, Jackson 1-8
0-0 3, Ogden 0-0 0-0 0, Flowers 8-7
2-2 8. Totals 26-59 8-13 66.
Halftime score—Akron 37, Murray St. 82. 3-point goals—Akron 8-5
(Boyce 1-2, McLaughlin 2-3), Murray St. 6-16 (Mann 4-9, Ford 1-4,
Mammy 0-1, Jackson 1-2). Fouled
out— Flowers. Rebounds—Akron
31 (Boyce 9), Murray St. 34 (Mc.
Clatchey 8). Assists—Akron 18
(Boyce 4), Murray St. 12 (Kimbrough 4). Total fouls—Akron 14,
Murray St. 23. A-5,100.

The tempo established in the
first half did, however, suit Racer
point gUard -Don Mann, who
pwnped In 16 points.
"I think we're a better team
when we run the ball," Mann said.
"We got the lead running the ball,
but when we tried to slow it back
down, they took over."
Center Robert McClatchey, who
scored 10 points and led Murray
with eight rebounds, believes that
the Racers' struggling inside
game is finally coming around.
"I think it's improving," the 6-7
junior said."We still need to work
on it a lot more."
Murray will get another chance
to work on it and everything else
when Youngstown State visits
Racer Arena tonight, Tip-off is at
7:30.

LSU keeps streak alive against Cats

, When you

want
bright, vivid
( color prints
the very
same day..
/
•

Bring Your
Film T Us!

points and that in the final two
minutes of the game.
Robert Lock had 12 points for
Kentucky and Richard Madison
had eight.
"Wilson started to score and I
couldn't do anything about it,"
said Lock, a 6-11 junior assigned to
LSU's 6-8 captain.
"It's extremely disappointing
because of what they did to us at
home"
, he said. "Everybody
came here wanting to beat them

as badly as Louisville or like any
other big rival."
Kentucky, with three games remaining in the regular season,
next plays at Georgia on Wednesday. It then closes at home against
Mississippi next Saturday and
against Oklahoma on Sunday.
LSU, with just two games left
before the SEC tournament, closes
out its regular season at home
Wednesday against Mississippi
State and next Sunday at Auburn.

Tracksters make good

Winders makes best showing

2 Prints
For
The Price
Of 1

$219

T.J.'s

Bar-B-Q & Burgers

weight throw, setting a new school
record at 29'11".
"I though we competed very
well," coach Jay Flanagan said.
"Lance Winders ran the best races
of his career and everyone else
was very competitive."

The Racers headed for the 14th
Annual Domino's Pizza Classic,
Saturday, where only 12 people for
each event are invited.
The meet has become one of the
top ten in collegiate track.
Boyce finished second in the 80
meter dash with a 6.98. Turnlea
was fifth.
Golden took fifth in the 10 yard
hurdles with a 7.72.
Trent Lovett placed seventh in
the mile run at 4:21.17. Leveronne
was fifth in the 5,000 meter run

with a 15:19.3 and Winders fifth in
the 3,000 meters at 8:43.79.
"We did an excellent job in a
great meet," Flanagan said. "I
am very pleased with the way we
are meeting the challenge of top
flight competition."
Murray will travel to the Fast
Track Championships at the
University of Florida, March 7.
Johnson, however, will be in action this weekend as he competes
in the Athletics' Congress Championships in New York.

CCHS to hold
get-together
after game
Following tommorrow night's
senior night acitivities and
Calloway County-Lyon County
basketball game, Laker fans are
invited to a get-together sponsored
by the Calloway County Athletics
Booster Club.
Food and drinks will be served
Immediately following the pm*
and everyone is wigwam.
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Lakers down Pirates,
87-70, set for district

Staff Mate by Scott Wilma

Running the '0'
Laker Scott Nix gets set for a shot in Calloway County's 87-70 win at
Heath, Saturday night. Nix scored 14 points on the evening as
Calloway improved to 19-7.

By SCOTT WILSON
Sports Writer
Calloway County's 87-70 win
over Heath Saturday night at
Heath did a great deal for Jack
Pack's squad.
-It gave the Lakers their 19th
win of the ,eason. Calloway is currently 19-7 on the year.
2-It gave them a chance to
work on different defenses and
strategies that they will need to
make a run at the district title next
month.
-And, it served notice to the
rest of the teams in the district and
the region that Calloway is ready
to play.
Calloway did have a little trouble with Heath, however.
"Heath is a tough team. They
play hard," said Pack."The press
has been good to us. Everytime we
threw pressure at them,It caused
problems. Our press creates
leads."
Pack added that he used this
game to straighten out any problems his squad may have had as
the Lakers prepare for the district
tournament. "The guys are right
where I want them," Pack said.
"We need to improve our defensive rebounding and man-to-man
defense. With improvement in
those areas, we will be hard to
beat"
Heath probably believes that
Calloway is hard to beat as is. The
Lakers also dumped the Pirates in
the Calloway tournament earlier
this year.
Calloway jumped to an early
lead, Saturday, with great inside
play. Th Lakers got 14 points in the
first quarter from forward Corey
Wells to propel them to a 22-15
lead.
Wells' teammates continued the
hot pace for the Lakers in the second quarter as they extended
their lead to 11 at 47-36 at the intermission. Scott Nix, easing his way
back into the Calloway lineup
after an injury, finished the first
half with eight points.

Heath opened the second half
with a vengence as the Pirates
tried to defuse the Calloway
defense. Heath's plans worked
slightly as it cut the margin to
64-54 after three periods.
The Lakers began to put the
game on ice in the final quarter
However, Heath wouldn't die, cutting away at Calloway's enlarging
lead. Calloway's advantage
neared 20 points, but Heath chopped it down to 10 with around four
minutes to play.

"It's really a shame we work this
hard for so long, and come out and
play so unenthusiastic."
The Lady Racers shot 18 of 55 for
a 32 percent from the floor, while
the Lady Zips 25 of 59 for 42 percent from the field.
Arnold, a 5-10 junior forward
pumped in 30 points, including her
1,000th career marker, on 10 of 19
from the field, 10 of 12 from the
line, and also pulled down 14
rebounds.
Sheila Smith, a 5-10 sophomore,
from Memphis, Tenn., led the way
for MSU with 25 points, while
freshman Holly Baker led the
Racer rebounders with 10.
Akron won the tip, and Arnold,

foreshadowing what was to come,
drilled a jumper from the left
wing. After MSU's Geralyn Feth,
who had 11 points and 8 rebounds,
scored on a turnaround, Arnold hit
another jumper. With the score
13-12 MSU, Akron ran off 12
straight points, with Arnold and
Diane Hollish each hitting twice.
Akron never relinquished the
lead, having a 29-24 halftime advantage. MSU got as close as four
when Smith hit two free throws
with 18:35 remaining. Akron built
the lead up to 16 at 57-41 with 4:26
left, but Murray ran off 10
unanswered points to cut it to six.
After Holliah hit a free throw with
1:25 remaining, Feth scored to cut

The loss slipped Murray State
into a fourth place tie with Akron
and Youngstown State, tonight's
opponent in Racer Arena at 5. The
top four finishers in the conference
advance to the conference
tournament.
"Five months of hard work
comes down to Monday night,"
coach Bud Childers said following
his team's dismal performance.

Record
correction
Last week, "The Ledger and
Times" reported Calloway County
Middle School boys' team as
finishing the year at 5-7.
The takers' record should have
read 7-5.
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That is when the CCHS pressure
went to work and caused two consecutive turnovers and converted
them into baskets. The game was
over.
Wells finished the game with 20
points to lead the Lakers. Fred
Jones scored 17 with Nix adding
14. Chad Stubblefield scored nine
points. Jeff White and Greg
Futrell added eight markers
apiece.
Shannon Benton scored 20 points
to lead Heath. Jimmy Hobby
scored 13 and Van Vannerson added 12.
Calloway hit 33 of 60 shots from
the field and 21 of 24 free throws.
The victory pleased Pack as he
saw his team do many things right
as the Lakers prepare for the
tournament.
"You don't win 19 -games
without doing something right.
The kids are playing like they
have a mission," Pack explained.
"It will take a good team to knock
them out (of the tournament).
"I wouldn't trade my team for
any team in the region."

COLLEGE SCORES

SATURDAY GANES

It to five, but Akron hit its free
throws dow the strech to hold on.
Childers said tonight's contest
will be played at a much faster
tempo than the game on Saturday.
Murray dropped an 88-60 contest
to Youngstown, Jan. 17.
Two Lady Racers are closing on
the 1,000 career point plateau.
Melody Ottinger, a senior forward
from Monticello, Ind., needs 42
ts to reach the marker, while
mith, needs just 57 points to do it.
Smith, with two full years remaining, at her present career average
of 17.6 a game, should break the
career scoring mark at of 1,735 set
by Laura Lynn from 1077-1981,
midway through her senior year.

Pikevilia 216, Alle• I4ordSt
Cumberland 94, Campbellsville 78

Mos
Akron 76. Murray St 04
Alabanm-Birrningham 86, W. Kentucky 73
Bellarmine 79, TUPU.Irort Wayne 72
Centre 98, Fisk 75
E. Kentucky as, Middle Tem 86
Louisiana St. IS, KaslitinX2 02
Morehead St. 94, Timmesee Tech 90
N Kentucky SO. Lewis 64
S Indiana SS, Ky. Weakeyan 77
?reveres 72, Lindsey Wilson 68

Wanes
Bellarmlne 93. IUPU-Fort Wayne IS
Centre 86, Brescia TO
Kentucky TO, Louiervills 411
Middle Tenn 104,L. Kentascley 110
Morehead St. 74. Tmenoleass Tech. 11
N Kentucky 74, Lewis 44
• Kentucky 91, Narth Carolliell-Chsziotte
SUNDAY GAIEMIT
Wan

ILIAC Corderence Temmainest
Fine Rem/
Berm W, Union, Ky. 74
Georgetown, Ky. SC Thomas more 77

blemish% St 68, Louisville 57
Breecia 77
TrarlaylVIUSIA

HIGH SCHOOL

KENTUCKY

SATURDAY'S GANES
BOYS
Ballard kern. 70, Fulton Co. 90
Boyd Co. 79, Elliott Co. 1$
Builitt East 45, SW Christian 4a
Caldwell Co. 80, Providence 44
Calloway Co. 47. Heath 70
Campbell Co. 61, Chicy Hughes 49
Casey Co. 72, Cumberland Co. 70
Central City 48, Ctiriallan Co. 46
Ctomrport 59, Evansville, Ind_ Day U
Cumbertand 53, Letcher 311
E. Hardin 66, Etnickinridge Co. 54 OT
Eminence W. Gallatin Co. 62
Fleming Co. 71, Harrison Co. 64
Franklin-Simpson Ts. Logan Co. 68
Hancock (24. 73, Whitawrille Trim 72 OT
Hugbas4Cirk 74, Ohio Co. 64
Jeffersonville, Ind.. D. Oldham Co. 77
Jenkins 11, Rivendde Qtr. 46
Lax. Sayre TO, Nichols, Co. 41
Lou. Butler 00, Lau. Manual 62
Lou. St. Xavier W, Lou. Deliales 43 OT
Lou. Trinity 44, Floyd Cent., Ind., 62
Madisonville 66, Allen Cent, 46
Madiamn Cent. 75, Corbin 06
Middleoboro IT. Wheelwright 52
Neiman Co. IS, Groan Co. 65
Oak Hill, Va., 79, Somerset 61
Owensboro 44. Warren Cent. 45
Owenaboro(36th. 72, St. Ftamuald 40
Pad. Tilghman 104, Livingston Cent. ti
Pulaski Co. 74, Richmond Madison 44

1

_
Risceland 74, New Beelisk ChM 50
Rad Bird 76. Jim, nudism& IS
Reidland 71, Lone oak 1141
Spencer Co. 67, Trhnlike Co. 64
Virgie 71, Sheldon Clark WI
Warren East 75, Grayson Co 48
Wayne Co 75, Harrodsburg 70
Wolfe Co 68, BrsatlUtt Co 87
GILLS
Apollo 75. Hancock Co. 67
Boone Co. N.Cow, Conner 48
Caney Co. 46, Cumberland Co. 40
Clay Co. IS, Ball Co. 46
Cumberland 43, Jackson Co. 41
Drakesboro 00, Greenville 45
Franklin-Simpoon 50. Barren Co. 45
Hughee-Klrk 64, Butler Co. 43
Jackson Co. IS. Cumberland 43
Ky. Country Day 87. Hllton Head, S.C., 38
Lax. Tates Crook 47, Madison Dent. 34
Logan Co. 15, Multlemberg Cent. 54
Lou. Manual W,Lon. Butler 40
Marshall Co. 11, McLean (24. 37
Menthe Co. 57, Morgan Co. 47
Monticello 70„ Lynn Camp 24
Owen Co. 54, Walton.Verona 46
Owsley Co. N.Oneida Elaptket 67
Prestorwburg 50, Painteville 48
Reldland 50, Lane Oak 44
Scatt Co. 79, Bourbon Co. NOT
Spencer Co. 80, Williamstown W
W. Hardin 44, Meade Co. 44
Warren Cant. 42, Owensboro 66 OT

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9488

Get PC Compatibility Without Paying IBM's Price!

Tandy 1000 EX
Super $avings on This Complete

Word Processing System

Lady Racer
track team
gets second
Murray State's Lady Racer
track team finished second in the
Middle Tennessee Indoor Invitational, over the weekend.
Diane Woodside broke the
school record for the 60-yard
hurdles with a 7.99, good for third
place.
Nina Funderburk's school
record 1:12.0 in the 500 meters
laced her in second and Jackie
Murzynowskl won the 1,000-yard
run in a school record 2:42.7.
Dawn Woodside's 41'10" won the
shotput event and Jenny Edmonds
took the two-mile run with an
11:32.42.

Like a good
neighbor
State Farm is there

NOA STANDINGS

Lady Racers fall to Akron,47-58, at home
By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
Plagued by poor shooting and a
great performance by Akron's
Pam Arnold, the Murray State
Lady Racers dropped a 67-58 contest to Akron, Saturday night, in
Racer Arena.

aget

AUTO REPAIR.

Save 1299oo
'1098°
Reg. Separate

Items 1408.80

Built-In 360,000-Character
5' 4" Floppy Disk Drive

Low As $50 Per Month •

This low -priced word processu lig ssstem features

Tune-Ups, Carburetor and
Fuel Injection-We Use The Allen Computer Engine
Analyzer With Printout

•Compatible With IBM' PC Software
•Feature.; HomeWoor Plus Program
•Letter-Quality Printing at Up to 200 wpm
•With 6-in-1 Personal DeskMate Software

the Tatuls

1000 EX, ('NI -3 Color ‘lonitor.

iintstAThril Phis software and the 1)WP 230 thriss -wlwel printer. IliameWurtlPlus makes writing let- IrTY. 1111PFITOS 7114 TrT101114-11 unitIL-9A-114
4n111 spelling

firr correction-free dovitmesits.

•Cdd.,de revoanng credd PayrnOnl May vary depending on taianco System ,dcludes 25-1050 25-1023 26-2812, 26-225 and 25-1161 10•Artarscestered TM
International Business Mact•ones Corp HomeVVord Plus/TM Srerra On InC Persona 0o401011e/711.4 Tandy CO4130,41ina

Radio
lhaen

Your Complete Auto Repair

Raelso ntaek

&

COMPUTER
CENTERS

& Service Center"
GERRALD BOYD'3 AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
514 S. 12th St.

Establ 1956

753.1750

Check Your Phone Book for the Rads° thaek Store or Dealer Nearest You
DivisioN OF TANDY CORPORATION

PRICES APPLY AT PARTICPATINO STORES ANC DEALERS

.414-44:
,
••••44;1•4.--A
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CLASSIFIEDS
1

Legal

1

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
Owner:
Library Board of Trustees, 710 Main
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071
Architect:
Peck Flannery Gream Warren Inc.,
101 South Fourth Street,P.O. Box 510,
Paducah, Kentucky 42002-0510
Project:
Carpet Retrofit, Calloway County
Public Library, Mtay - Kentucky
42071
Bid Documents:
Obtainable from Architect's Office,
a $25.00 refundable deposit is required
for each set. Documents will be
available on or fifter February 12,1987.
Partial plan detS and specifications
will not be available.
Bid Date:
2:00 PM, March 4, 1987 at the
Library.
Conditions of Bid:
1
Bidder to furnish Bid Bond
for 55, of bid.
2.
Bid to be valid for 45 days
after bid date.
3.
Successful bidders will furnish and pay for a Labor and
Material Payment Bond.
4.
Owner reserves the right to
waive any informalities and
to reject any or all bids.
Documents on File:
Peck Flannery Gream Warren Inc.,
Architects, Paducah, KY. AGC,
Paducah, KY. AGC, Murray, KY.
Project Description:
The project consists of replacing the
carpet, Wit4.1,4 . Oie Main
Library Building.
Margaret Trevathan
Librarian
Board of Trustees
710 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
February U, 1987

,

Lost Dec.'86
Norweigian black & gray male
Elkhound."Racer".No Collar.
No questions asked for Bogor
Information leading to recovery
of Dog. Children's pet.

Dr, Hal Houston
753-8732 or 753-5489
•SOUND TRAVELS
FASTER IN WATEg
THAN IN lit"

2

Legal

Notice

Lease For
Less

Notice
- girtlirwremodiAing our
lot need room to work
big discounts on entire
stock during month of
February Volunteer
Homes, Inc Lake Hwy
.
Paris,
is,eTnsmoe on
PUT
some
one's face. Send them
balloons and a BIG
cookie. My Favorites.
759-1319.
THE-r•Trige,
west
l
side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains
'We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.
WE are considering an
informal series of 3. Card of Thinks
studies in Apostolic
Pentecostal Doctrines!
Would you be
interested? Call 759-1602
for information about
Card
times, dates and
of Thanks
materials, etc.
In appreciation to
everyone for the words
CANCER
INSURANCE
of comfort and the
No Age limit to apply
beautiful flowers & food
If your present policy
during the illness& passIs over 5 years old It
ing of our father k
may not cover some
Paul
grandfather.
newer
the
of
Poyner.
treatments such as
A special thanks to Dr.
chemotherapy. For
Clark Harris k the staff
free information call
In the emergency room
Jerry McConnell
& OC unit.
Insurance
753-41110
The Blalock k Col• Wee kr& dabs service"
eman Funeral Home.
May God bless each k
PAM'S CAKE HUT is everyone of you
the place to order your
The family of
cake for that special
Paul Poyner
someone because we
put that extra effort into
our cakes to make them
special. Try one of our
cerrot, German choco-.
late, Italian cream, or
coconut cakes, plus our
Card of Thanks
character cakes and
In !sincere appreciaand
bridal
wedding,
tion to everyone for
baby showers, and anniversary cakes All
the cards, food,
cakes are made fresh
flowers and warm
nothing made ahead
thoughts during the
and frozen, so call
time of our need.
759-4492.

2

Pieties

2

Happy
Birthday
Linda
Gayle

18100

Chevrolet C-10

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Inc.
S 12th St
Murray lay
502 753 2617
1,
0

PFURYEAR Nursing
Home. 901 247 3205,
ryear, Tn. 38251.
Offering all levels of
nursing care. All private pay patients.
Beauty end barber shop
service available. Personal laundry
no
charge. Openings
available.
BARRETT
Service
Center has economy
mufflers for $21.95 installed. 200 N. 4th St.,
Murray, Ky. 733-4001.
INVENTORY reduction
14x110's
sale. 14x70's
reduced $1000 with MO
cash rebate FHAVAconventional financing.
Volunteer Homes, Inc.
Lake Hwy. Paris, Tn.
INVESTOR seeks in.vestment. Private party
seeks hands on and/or
equity position with
proposed, new or existing business. Write
W.C. "Buster" Kern,
P.O. Box Se2, Murray.
MUST sell- 1 years of
membership at Kenbar
Resort. Phone 436-5566
or 443-9726.

Join Us For
Worship And
Praise
Sundays 6 p.m.Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
,115 S. 4th St.
4

''fkl AIR 50UNP
TRAVELS ONE MILE
IN FIVE SECONDS"

Meirmy Ledger & Times

Love,
Larry, Mary
& Bear

Happy
Anniversary

:.:Mary
Love
Always,

A special thanks to
the Westview Nursing
Home staff for all
their kindness also a
special thanks to all
our kind friends and
neighbort::The Miller-Churchill
Funeral Home. May
God bless.
The family of,
Bessie J. Shelton

Larry

5 Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
LOST Diamond ring
with 3 small stones. OLAN Mills Studios
needs several phone
Lost Feb 13th in Hardin solicitors. Work part
area Reward Call time or full-tit/se 9-1 or
195 4141.
5-9 Guaranteed to
make $3.35 per hour,
opportunity to make $6
or more Apply Toes
2 year old male
Fri., Mrs. Saypack at
Holiday Inn, Room 151
German Shepherd
between 9-12 or 5-7
missing approx. Absolutely no phone
calls. EOE.
1% weeks in Lynn

LOST

6. Help Wanted

Lease For
Less

16300

9. Situation Wanted
MPLOYMENT position being sought for
436-4590
person with experience
REWARD
In general maintenance
and in food service
N found
fields. Training pro✓ ided through
LOST- Irish Setter. 7 WANTED: Pro- WATCH. with 50%
months old, orange fessional drivers who reimbursement to emcollar, answers to would like to earn ployers. Flexible hours.
Henna. Call 759-1965 $30,000 or more yearly Call 759-1965.
days or 759-1082 nights.
In salary and benefits. I would like to fake care
Interested? Call 1-500- of sick or elderly ladies,
Help
Wanted
6.
S923961 (Ky), 1100-626- 13 per hour, around the
502-753-1717 ask clock. Phone 527-3474
NEED a lob? 4 openings 3374 or
for Dennis or Paul. PTL
now. You may qualify (Paschall
Truck Lines, MOTHER of two will
it: (1)y011 de not have Inc.) Hwy. 641 South, babyslt In my home
high
your
G E D or
Call 437-4216.
Murra , K 42071.
school diploma, (2) You
RESPONSIBLE, reliahave been out of school
ble mother will babysit
9 months Of more, (3)
In her home days or
you are between ages 16
your home afternoons
& 21. We are a EOE.
or evenings. Price
This project is funded
negotiable. Have reby the Western Ky.
ferences. Call 753-9471.
Private Industry
Council- JTPA. Call
1 4 . Want to Buy
J.T.P.A. out Of School
WA/41Tb
To" .uy. .ar
753-9378 between 8:30fired tobacco base. Call
12:005 days a week.
492-8566 after 5p.m.
NEED more money?
Earning potential is
15. Articles for Sale
over $1,000 per week full
CEDAR BIRDtime, or $300 to $500 per
FEEDERS- good size,
week part time. We are
braided rope hangers,
looking for sales agents NOME ASSEMBLY real
glass, perches to market our National INCOME. Assemble
Computer Scholarship products at home. Part- very nice! $10 each
Search to High School time. Experience un- while supplies last
and College Students. necessary. Details. Call 759-4806.
WHIRLPOOL reStudents need money. 813-327-0096, Ext. 613.
frigerator, only $8 per
Our data bank has over
week. Rudolph
16,000 sources reMarshall County Goodyear-Whirlpool,
presenting some $3.5
Hospital Depart- 753-0595.
billion dollars in
scholarships money
ment of Nursing 16. Home Furnishings
nation wide. You are
paid with each sale. No
under
new 4 ANTIQUE oak chairs
waiting for your check.
has 13 spindles and
management - pressed
If you are ready to start
design in back.
now, write to: National
Refinished and in good
seeking
qualified
College Funding Assiscondition. 489-2336.
RN & LPN for Ob., FOR SALE Pink
tance Association, Suite
450, 10700 Northwest
suite. Headnursery,
med. bedromm
Fwy. Houston, Texas
boards, chest, dresser
77092.
surgical
floor. with mirror, and
ANIMAL Shelter ,Competitive salary.
nightstand. Ecellent
s.o. kers needed. Job
condition and very reasonable.
Call 492-8566
description and apContact:
Mrs.
after 5P.M.
plication available at
Wiliams, Marshall WHIRLPOOL heavy
the Public Library
meeting room, 710 Main
County Hospital, duty washer, only $6 per
St., Tues. Feb. 2.1 from
w eek. Rudolph
502 E. 9th St., Goodyear- Whirlpool,
10 A.M.- 12 : 30 P.M.,
Wed. Feb. 25 from
Benton, Ky. or 753-0595.
4-6P.M. Resume also
19. Farm Equipment
can be sent to P.O. Box
527-1336.
764.
tractor. Runs good.
Price $480. Call 753-5513.
AIWIVINS 20 "Cujo"

IMMEDIATE OPENING

,aI

Chevrolet Cavalier
4 dr

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Inc.
S 12th St
mutroy, Ky
502 753 2617
44 onot•th <11.0•41 end
ellei,•••v

GAK and hickory
firewood $27.50 rick,
delivered. Call 436-2778.
PANASONIC P.K.-751
color video camera with
AC power supply and
carrying case. Good
condition $425. Call
7534564.
'RUBBER tlea-kats for
all makes of pick-Ws.
Also, tool boxes for
compact pick-up's.
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Rd. 753-1319.
TOBACCO plant bed
supplies, best prices in
town. Shoemaker Seed,
Inc. 4th 8. Chestnut.

Send Resume To:

PARIS ELKS LODGE 816
P.O. Box 816

Paris, TN. 38242

No Phone Calls

rOR

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

34 Sun. talk
35 Teutonic
deity
36 Cleans
38 Oolong
39 Scottish cap
40 Early morn
41 Trade for
money
42 "A - is
Born"
44 Like a bear
46 Order
48 FaH into
disuse
51 individual
52 Roman road
54
Window"
55 Marry
56 Ripped
57 Goddess of

1 Tim Hutton
film
5 Birthstone for
Libra
9 Health resort
12 Toward
shelter

hit. )1 I lp
g• *Li l

tr
-eve

13 Countenance
14 Lubricate
15 Public
LIFIEVOUDOO-

NEVER MENTION
FOOD WHEN
I'M LICKING
A STAMP

meet of
marriage
17 Winter and
spring
19 lakes as
one's own
21 Sarge's dog

22 Cronies
24 Behold!
25 Timid
26 In music, high

discord

DOWN

27 Individual
29 River in Italy

1 Flap
2 - - carte
3 Punishment
4 Dispatches
5 "- Thee I

31 Beam
32 Sun god
33 Latin
01-014C4E AFTER

ALL -ri.ifese YEARS •riDii
rsi.gir've rit0
IORE05

e_,T I-Hts

contunction

Ti4E ASISOL.LJT E
WORST
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1
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2
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5
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tiSEDVCR s starting af
$149.95. Phone 753-7670.
prices
W
aveWsr
on coffee mugs, sum
mer caps, pens, yardsticks, calendars and
many other advertising
specialty items. Call
759-1602.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven, only
$A per week. Rudolph
Goodyear753-0595.
A GOOD DEAL- on
wood products. Oak,
pine, or cedar. Finished
or unfinished. Knick
knack shelves, planters,
serving trays, bird
feeders, much more.
Will not be undersold
anywhere! Call Jerry at
759-4808 or 759-9661 day
or night 7days/week.
Custom orders and free
delivery!
BETA movies for sale
$10 each. Call 753-7670.
CHAINSAW Clearance
Sachs-Dolmar. Lowest
prices of the year. Also,
25% off on all saw chain.
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Rd. 753-1319.
CROSS STITCH
BOOKS. This area's
largest selection at the
Needle & Thread. 502527-1300.
FOLDING tables size
30"x72", smaller and
larger, folding and
stack chairs, several
stylett. Call 759-1602.

Good Salary and Working Conditions

GARFIELD

1.6

ond Imunue61, dr,. •
a

20. Sports Equipment
SET of Northwestern
golf clubs. 3 through
pitching wedge, irons 1
& 4, ram wood with bag.
1 model 1100 Remington
12 gauge shotgun, 1
Remington 22 auto- 25. Business
Services
matic rifle with wever
IRA'S
MUT
scope. 753-3139.
FUNDS call Joyce Noel,
2 2 . Musical
Investment Remusl sell, presentative with
WovI4
upright piano. Best Twomey Securities,
Inc. for Free consults
offer. Call 759-4612.
UPRIGHT piano, re- tion. Member: NASD
worked inside. Aria Pro SIPC 419-2440
hand crafted 6 string JOYCE Noel Tax Serelectric guitar. Call vice. Reasonable rates.
For appointment call
498-8948.
489-2440.
24. Miscellaneous
JUDY Williams Tax
sale: One electric Service. Call for an
dryer. Call 753-0186 appointment. Phone
436-2524 or 436-5496 after
after 5P.M.
FREE pick-up and de- 5P.M.
livery of mowers that
-Radio
need repairs. Stokes 2 6 . TV
Tractor, Industrial Rd. MAGNAVOX console
Answer to
753-1319.
color TV., only $7 per
Previous Puzzle
)(NUTTING SUPPLIES. week. Rudolph
Yarn, patterns, needles, Goodyear- Whirlpool,
etc. Everything you 753-0595.
LOWEST need to knit beautiful 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
["E NCI
sweaters. Weekly
EASE
TRAIT
L
lessons Available at 1,(xST, 14/7 ALL electric
TEN
AIRED
AR
Needle & Thread. 502- home. Stove, refrigera
527-1300.
tor, some furniture,
SE
NOR IA
AGES
NEAREST LARGE, large, large $5200. Call 759-4904.
LEGAL
selection of storage 1974 FLEETWOOD,
DRIP". buildings in stock for 12x65 mobile home. 3
APOD
YEAST
ELOVE
immediate delivery. bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths,
SCAR Acree Portable living room with exten6
S1REPEL
Buildings, Mayfield, sion. Kitchen includes
ITS SALES TIE Ky. 502-247-7831.
dishwasher, refrig.,
LE MARTIN houses,
REAPS
ONE
stove. Partially furPATTED rooms ..$19.99. 12 rooms nished. 759-4146.
SPIRIT
PANS STAID. ..829.99. 18 rooms 1979 NORRIS mobile
-844.99. 24 rooms home 2 bedroom, 1
.159.99. 14 foot tele- bath, washer S. dryer,
scoping pole .329.99. central air. Nice condi11 In addition
Sing"
Wallin Hardware, tion. Call anytime 7598 Head of
16 Therefore
Downtown Paris, Tn.
9628.
parish church
18 Quickly
7 High cards
20 Entreaties
8 Meadow
22 Trim away
By GARY LARSON
Till FAR SIDI
9 Blackened
23 Winglike
10 Liquid
25 Temporary
measure
beds
27 English baby

For
Experienced Bartender and Lounge Manager

I SHOULD NEvsR
LOOK AT M4SELF
IN THE. AMAIN*
BEFORE. MN FIRST
CUP OF COCOA

•

MiMEMED 0

Pert Num bookkeeper
osperlastes L_ pi.
Apply I. person /Ayrrey Maw & Amite,
Onetime, IC. Mierray
Ti..., Fob.14 betweew
st.m.-1

Grows

renviaTeirralTainal

ALL RIGHT, WHO
LEFT THE UP OFF
THE GRAPE JELLY?!

24. Miscellaneous

SELL Memorial
wreaths during May on
consignment. Must
have outside display
area With good traffic
and parking Write
Guardian, RR 010, Box
143, Muncie, in. 47302.
GOVERNMENT jobs.
$59,230/yr.
$16,040
Now hiring. Call 1105-6876000 Ext. R-8155 for
current federal list.

il

28 Appears
29 Come off in
layers
30 Spoken
34 More
precopitious

38 Heat
37 More difficult
39 Domesticated
41 Trap
42 Flat-bottom
boat
43 Pitch
44 Preposition
45 Negative
prefix
47 River island
49 Capuchin
monkey
50 Bitter vetch
53 Concerning

f\

Evidence from o dog crime
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CLASSIFIEDS
27. MOM Noma ter $ae

32. Apts for Rent

33. Roses for Rent

$300

TOBACCO
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49. Used Cars

3 BEDROOM hOuta in
Hazel has own well,
cheap. Cali 492 8282
after 4P.M.
BR house, southwest
side of town, fenced- in
backyard, wood burning
stove, energy efficient,
new kitchen- all new
built-ins. $44,000. Ph 7533697
106 GUTHRIE, 1 1/f
bath, 3 BR, large LR,
large kitch. and den,
carpet, recently redecorated, central air,
elec. heat, stove, OW,
disp., new roof, lots of
trees, garden spot, outside storage bldg., quiet
neighborhood. Appraised at $51,000, reduced to $45,000.
Available today. 753
7820.
FOR sale: 2 bedroom,
barn shaped house,
$33,500. About 5 miles
North of city limits.
753-2861 after 6P.M.
GOVERNMENT homes
from $1.00 (u repair)
foreclosures, repos, &
tax deliquent prcpertys.
Now selling in your
area.Call
(refundable)1-518-4593734 Ext H-827 for
listings. 24H RS.
LOOKING for country
living! See this 4 bedroom, 3 bath 10 year old
home in emaculate
condition on 17 acres.
Close to city. Call Della
Miller at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492 or 753-2721.
NEAT well kept 2
bedroom brick located
in Lynn Grove area.
Large rooms, TVA in
sulated, outside storage, many other extras.
Before 3P.M. call 4354150.
SPACIOUS 2 bedroom,
1 bath brick home, with
den on 1 1/2 acres.
Appliance's and air, like
new 20x36 out-building,
new well in New Concord area. Call 436-5462.
TAKE a serious look af
this spacious 3 bedroom
brick for only $39,500.
Economically planned
floor space and 32 foot
family room Is hub of
the plan. Century 21
Loretta Jobs, 753-1493.

1 BEDROOM upstairs SLEEPING room, re191* BUICK Century
furnished apartment. frigerator in hall, privLimited. Looks and
Water paid. $160 per ate entrance. Zimdrives like new, very
month. Single or merman Apts. South
low mileage, new tires,
married couple only. No l 16th Street. 753-6609.
tilt, cruise, AM/FM
pets. 914 Coldwater Rd.
stereo, electric seats.
Call 753-5910, available
$5995. Call 759-1259.
34. Humes for Rent
March OM.
1954 FORD Tempo GLX
ISEDROOM apartwith extras. One owner,
ment. Lcnv utilities. No Deposit. Carpet, central
35,000 miles, excellent
heat/air, appliances. No
pets. Call 753-3949.
condition. Call after
2 BEDROOM apart- pets. 759-1265.
5PM 492-1203,
ment near downtown 3 BEDROOM house in
1915 CAPRICE Classic
Murray. Call 753-4109 or Lynn Grove. $200 per
V-8 station wagon
month, $150 deposit.
762-6650.
Power and air, tilt,
BEDROOM apart- Call 435-4360 or 435-4547.
cruise, luxury interior,
ment. 1104 Pogue St. / BEDROOM house, old
Delco AM/FM stereo,
Almo. Also, 2 bedroom
Call 753-3415 until 5P.M
chrome rack. Like new,
duplex Northwood. Furafter call 753-7173.
$6395. Call 4119-2733.
/ BEDROOM apart- nished mobile Pirates
1985 RED Ford Tempo,
ments for rent at Em- Cove. Coleman Real Es15,003 miles, $6400. Call
bassy Apartments Call tate, 753-9890.
before 8P.M. 759-4146.
BR house, near Un753-3530.
/8 FORD LTD. Power,
BEDROOM duplex iversity, $150 a month.
air, cruise, 60,000 actual
with central heat and Cali 759-4583.
211. Mobile Homes for Rad
miles, $1100. Call 435air, outlets for washer
4518 anytime.
OR 3 BR, furnished or
and dryer. No pets. Call 36. For Reid or Lease
'78 GRAND Prix.
unfurnished, some new 753-4741.
Loaded, new tires. Call
furniture, natural gasbarns kr
3
ROOM
apartment
753-9775 after 5P.M.
electric, air conrent on PeeWee
upstairs
furnished
or
'74 Chev. Impala, 4 door,
ditioned. Shady Oaks
unfurnished. Private Paschall Rd., 502-458
air, good condition, $1300.
753-5209.
entrance. Water fur- 0852 or write to: Pauline
Call after 5p.m. 435-4221.
NICE 2 bedroom trailer nished. Near hospital. Bryant 2100 Edgelands
In city limits. No pets.
50. Used Trucks
$135. Call after 4:30 Ave. Louisville, Ky.
Call 489-2611.
40204.
753-6429.
11777T-Tr71rt5TTT
USED 14x70 and 14x60 APARTMENT
in Norpick-up.6 cyl., good
must go. Need the room thwood,
$235
per
month.
37. Livestock-Supplies
condition. $1500 or best
to rearrange our lot.
No pets. Water furoffer. Call 753-0804 or
New homes reduced,
).(MEterAL and
nished. Call 759-4406.
762-4056.
rebated all month of
Simbrah bulls. PerMUR-Cal
apts.
NOr1976 JEEP CJ-5 ReFeb. We trade for
formance & semen
thwood
Dr.
1,
2
or
3
BR.
negade. Hard-top, new
anything of value.
tested. Excellent qualradial tires, one owner.
Volunteer Homes, Inc. Now renting. Equal ity. $693 & up. Cadiz,
Housing
Opportunity.
Call 753-5611 before
Lake Hwy, Paris, Tn.
Ky. 522-8794.
759-4984.
2P.M.
WE'RE remodeling our NEW spacious, 2 bed1986 SILVERADO pickroom
duplex,
carport,
38.
Pets-Supplies
lot must reduce invenup truck with every GM
option. Serious inquires
tory 50% during Feb. outside storage, ec- AKC registered tiny
onomical
heat-pump
only after 7P.M. call
Some doublewides reYorkshire Terrier pupduced $1000 plus $1000 system, all appliances pies. Will be ready to go
753-7252.
furnished.
Phone
753cash rebate. FHA-VA'77 FORD pick-up, 11200
March 1st. Call 247-2835.
7947
or
753-3778.
conventional- as little as
as is. Call 759-1647.
BEAGLE, female War5% down. Volunteer NICE 2-bedroom duplex field Red less than one
CHEVY van - 1983,
in
private
Aparea.
Homes, Inc. Lake Hwy.
brown on white,
pliances furnished. year old. 753-2708 after
Paris, In,
customized. Loaded.
4P.M.
• tease and deposit re71,000 miles. Excellent
quired. Grounds kept. DACHSHUND. AKC, 7
30. Business Rentals
condition. $9200 247weeks, red, $125. Call
No pets. Call 753-3343.
4170 after 4.30P.M.
t ROOM office complex,
901-648-5697.
Southside Shopping ONE bedroom Apartment.
52. Boats-Motors
Located
at 1628-C
Center. 753-6612 or 753Miller Ave. one block 43 Real Estate
18 F6OT Hyc(rasporf
4509.
from campus. $120 rent
with 150 Mercury
OFFICE rental. 800 and deposit. Call 753Blackmax. Has Kevier
Square Feet, 211 South 3415. After 5 pm
hull, double Eagle troll12th Street, Call 753-1694 753-7123.
ing motor, depth finder,
until 5P.M., 753-7123
TAKING applications
compass and acafter 5P.M.
for Section 8. Rent
cessories, $8,000. Call
OFFICE space or room Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
753-6244.
Sales Associates
'Or small business, about BR. Apply Hilidale
FOR sale: IA' Jon boat.
home phones:
400 sq. ft. $225 month. Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Excellent condition.
Water & cable furnished. Equal Housing
Pteetice Dam 753-5716
Call 762-4475.
Inquire at Horton Lock
VIdd Todd 714-8101
JON boat 8 foot wide, 18
Shop, 753-591111. Available
• 2 bedroom - _ ____1111Dedd 763-31115__
foot 150HP motor.
March 1.
47. Motorcycles
Rama Haight 711-7710
apartment, quiet
Call
354-8957.
Joe Kama 43114474
married couple
32. Apts for Rent
1783 HONDA Big Red 1
preferred. No pets. $260
Bobby Etluidee 48041133
wheeler, new tires. $795. 53. Services Offered
ency a month. Deposit and
em=
BEDROr
==
limm
Amm Requarth,
753-7217 or 753-1622.
1 MEN want to do yard
apartment. Partial references required.
Broker 752-2477
work. Tree trimming,
utilities paid. For boys. Call after 4P.M.
48. Auto Services
removal of unwanted
No pets. Call 753-9741.
492-81117,
1.23 ACRE tract, 12 acre
0
Muffler
as trees & shrubbery, haultract, 33 acre tract all heavy duty
shocks for ing & wood for sale. No
within 1/4 mile of city $15.95
each
installed.
job to big or small. Free
limits of Murray, Ky.
Mufflers $26.95 in- estimates. References,
753-3139.
stalled. Will change experience. Call 753-0680BEDFORD stone your oil filter with lube
duplex (or 5 bedroom $14.95. 400 N. 4th St, or 759-1683.
A-1 ENTERPRISES.
house), 30 acres, 753-3514.
The Annual Gigantic Consignment
Natural or LP gas
swimming pool, barn.
installation. Gutter reAlso, smoke and meat 49. Used Cars
JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINER
pair or replacement.
processing house.
Also, masonary or carLocated 7 miles, East
Need An Extra Car
pentry work and chim94. Call after 4P.M.
ney cleaning. Call 753753-6210.
For A Few Days?
0953.
kOPPERUD Realty
itcnt From
ALL type masonry
offers a complete range
At The Fairgrounds
Dwain Taylor
of Real Estate services
work, block, brick,
with a wide selection of
concrete, driveways,
MAYFIELD KY.
Chevrolet, Inc.
quality homes in the
sidewalks, patios, house
502-753-56 17
A Good Piece For Buyer And Seller To Weill
city & in the county. All
foundations, new
Consign Tow Surplus Machinery To This Sal.!!
price ranges. Phone
chimneys or chimney
753-1222 for courteous, 1975 FORD L'rb station repair. 25 years exI You Nam likaamory Far lisla Or a Sur Ave In Nam Ca lame
competent Real Estate wagon, 4 door. One bad perience. Free esGam Luse smaraws. Tun laws 'TOW Casimir Kea Ana
service. We make buy- valve otherwise excel- timates. Call Charles
Pun To Ailing Has AuclIMIM
ing & selling Real lent condition, $800. Call Barnett 753-5476.
lo• mama Coop., OM ma a ampummimilm Om The Imam Immuaby
7S3-9429.
Estate easy for you.
bel NON, Pow to TOT Ye To Wool holt Come O. Vow thasuar
APPLIANCE
ranairruirar OM Oa h000mood We Ogle Taro
WANT to buy: 30 to 66 1975 MERCEDES Benz. SERVICE. Kenmore,
6 cyl. Gas, loaded, new Westinghouse,
acres
in
half
west
of
We Welcome You As A Buyer,
county, within 5 miles of tires, $5800. Call 382- Whirlpool. 25 years
Seller, Or Visitor
Murray. With or with- 2300.
experience. Parts and
out house. Call 753-8918 1976 TRIUMPH TR-6, service. Bobby Hopper,
MR FARMER 00141 FOOL YOUR EQUIPMENT AWAY!
good condition. Call Bob's Appliance Serduring business hours.
THE LOG SALE %Via BE AT THE FAIRGROUNOS
4361657.
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
SATURDAY, MARCH 14th, 1987
44. Lots for Sale
1777 BUICK Skylark, 4 Business 753-4872, 436TRIED - TES iv) - PROVEN
NrcE wooded lot on door. Rebuilt V-6, $350. 5848 (home).
highway 121 North, 6 Call 489-2446.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
1/2 miles from 1977 MERCURY. Factory authorized for
'Oil rf •-, ••
Murray. 180x294, asking Michelin tires, PS, PB, Tappan, Keivinator and
T•IOCV {ARM A??.'
62) NW, Cifl
$4,200. 753-1953 days, air, good car. Call Brown. Service on gas
753-0007.
753-0870 nights.
and electric ranges,
1978 PLYMOUTH microwaves, dis45 Farms for Sale
Volare station wagon. hwashers, re33 AtA
arm with Air, PS, PB, AM/FM. frigerators, etc. Earl
good productive farm Good condition, $795. Lovett, 354-6956 or 753land only 2 miles North Call 901-642-2538.
5341.
LER P I UIDATI N
of Murray. Includes 1979 Z-28 CAMARO. CONTRACTOR- carBlack
black,
on
power
lovely
wooded building
pentry, painting. Big or
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1987
site plus tobacco barn windows, in good shape. small we do it all.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1987
and stocked pond. Con- Call after 6P.M. 527-3369 Qualify work done for
tact Kopperud Realty, or 527-1640. Best offer.
10:00 AM -REGARDLESS Of WEATHER
less. Free estimates.
753-1222,
1981 DATSUN B-210.
419-2643.
BURNETTE TRACTOR CO., INC.
door, 5 speed, power
46. Homes for Sale
FULTON, KENTUCKY
and air, stereo,
*125 Allies Northeast Of Memphis, TN*
BEDROOM, large AM/FM. Good condi'bath, walk-in closets, tion inside and out.
John Doom Financing Available
'storage room, and car- 489-2763.
To Oualitiod Applicants
port. Only 2 years old 1981 MERCURY Zephyr.
FRIDAY'S SALE WILL INCLUDE!
and near University. 4 door, 4 cly., 56,xxx
miles, auto. trans., air,
12 TRACTORS: JO 4240, 4230, 4430. 4630,
Call 753-3684 or 759-1845.
AM/FM cassette. Phone
Ford 9700 • AC 7060, 5040
1 BEDROOM, I bath.
FHA approved, carport, 901-247-5330.
FOR most any type
INC TD 15 Pr Shift DOZIII
brick. 2 miles out,East 1982 BUICK Century driveway white rock
6 COMBINES: JD 61120, 4420. 7700, 4400
Y sub. Priced in 30's. Limited. 4 door, full also, any type gravel,
power and air, tilt,
Corn Hood* And Platforms
Phone 753-0822.
cruise, new white letter dirt and sand call Roger
TRUCKS: 1900 Int. Eaglo
tires, AM/FM stereo. Hudson, 753-4545 or
400 Cuntatins, 13 Speed. 22- Radish',
Excellent inside and 753-6763.
2
BR
1975 Muyall 453A Drop Dock Traitor
out. University Gulf at tENERAL Building
Ford Ltd Implement TIM Truck
Brick Home
Repair 20 years exfive-points, $3995.
100 Pliant Hay, Wags, Maio I Planting Equip
Completely remodel1982 CUTLASS Siere. perience Roofing &
Blue 4 door, good COn- painting, indoor IL outed, approx 6 acres &
EVERYTHING NOT PM-ARRANGED FINANCING
door. Odd lobs. No job
dItIon. Call 753-3684 or
MUST SE SETTLED FOR FULL DAY Of SALE!
50x40 shop Will sell
to small. 474-1057.
759-1645.
SATURDAY'S SALE WILL INCLUDE
home & 7/10 acre
1982 LINCOLN Con- GUTTERING by Sears.
Over 150 John Nem Mechanic Shop Toole
tinental designer series, Sears continuous gutseperately 1 ½ mile
5 Norm Ale Compressor, MAW P-456 Dynamotor
4 door. Extra nice black ters installed for your
from
town
6 John Deere Riding Usti Mowers
and burgundy, loaded, specifications. Call
3-Motorcycksa, mechanic Toms And Parts
64,000 miles. $8900. Call Sears 753-2310 for free
OfRos Furnishings. SUMO Silts And Sine
753-8
estimate.
IL
IAEA 14I_
AN Display Fixtures And Inventory
Or
For information Phone 502-472-2501 Days.
389-1669
502-472-146* Event :1
2 Boa Action Packed Days Of Selling!,
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath
EviwysNne Must Be Paid For in Full Dm Or Swell
home with central gas
.Up To Dies Dank Loners A Must',
heat, central electric
air, located in quiet
fru A Calatial *reckons Contact Ths Auction
Canaan,
residential neighbor
hood, $52,900 Phone
No. Int.
Kopperud Realty, 753Bankrupt
1222.
'
11 •
A '1
n
3 BR- brick house, real Wi. carry thr, nott,
nice family room IL
carport. Located in
Coll Sammy
Lynnwood Estates.
1. I
.1
'A
753 6448
Reduced price. 753-3975.
1941 ATLANTIC. 2 bedroom, central H/A,
large front kitchen,
stove, refrigerator with
ice maker, DW, furniture, drapes, steps,
many extras. Must see
to appreciate. Paris
Landing Area. 901-642
2534.
NICE 1972 Atlantic
12x65, 2 bedroom, all
gas. Serious inquiries
only. $5350. Call
753-4331.
TRAILER & Lot In
Trigg County, will sell
cheap. For more in
formation Call 474-2361.
TRAILER for sale
14x64 2 bedrooms, like
new, 2x6 walls Cali
247-1147 or 345-2476

ily
Ph
)1,

40. Homes for Sale

eV
:
a

AUCTION
AUCTION

IMORWITillIPTICIIIIMEA

53. Urvices Offered

53

DRIVEWAYS- white
rocked or graveled
Also, top soil Cali
753-1537.
PENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
NOTICE formerly
Joiner Tree Service now
Colley's Tree Service,
14 years experience.
Topping, pruning or
stump removal. Com
plots tree care. Owner
Elroy Colley- 753-0366
for free estimate.
DOD lob specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I Install. You
break, I fix. Call 4362168 evenings
PAINTING -Paper
hanging, COMITHIfICal or
residential, Free estimates, References. 25
years experience,
Tremon Farris 759-1987
'ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free estimates. Call 474-2307 or
7S3-6973.
'SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Home & industrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
(.
WET BASEMENT.
e
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.

Services Offered

taSD

ir7
es.
all

ax
an
ne
Per

3
hs,
en
ies
9 ,
r

Tre
1
er,
59

1.1•Mq.

IFF

Personal care
and home
for elderly.
492-8879

Look
Need Car
Good, Bad,
No Credit

JAMES R. CASH

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSlOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 REARS'
EXPERIENCE

•

ID MOOD CAS-. b
NAMED PANEL DOORS •
Sect • Oak • Wainut • CTIOrTY •
DUNCAIES • MANTLES • /1005GA5E5
•
CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
••

KITCHEN
LUSTUNI BUILT FURNITURE 8. FURNITURE REFINISHING
COMPETITIVE PRICES Camp ay•See Ow Display

*
•

733-5940•

• 409 Sunbury Circle

•

2 Bedroom, 1
Bath A-Frame
in Old Almo on
nice corner lot.
Good insulation and framing.
Shop,
nearly new.

55. Feed and Seed
sale w6eat straw
and Timothy hay Call
753-8156.
NK seeds, Clover, Orchard grass, Alfalfa &
Timothy. Carraway
Farms, Neale Rd. 7533522.

reSIT

Older home priced in the low 30's. 2 apartments with monthly income of $350'. Call
753-4000 for your showing.

Wanted

57

I am looking for a ride
to Lexington for a
weekend. Will share gas
and other necessities.
Call Scott Wilson at
753-0586 after 5P.M.

can MTG Better Homes
& Gardens 753-4000

40.0•0000•IIMINIONIMMEIM

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Police
91 1

911

-c'oe
Nest
'

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Phone
iute-yaga
Murray, Ky
753 2571
=

q

•Callowav
County Hospital

Callowav Count,
Rescue Squad

ILKERSON

ROOFING

0

CHUCK'S TRUCK SERVICE
Chuck Johnson Owner-Mechanic
Ph. 502-759-1158 days 502-753-7204 nights

MAME

24

and Calloway County.

Hr. UMW Hwy 464 E., 1824 N., Almo, KY 42020
Truck wash, wrecker service, steam cleaning & tire repair

si=Ma/NEW saeam*.an.
10
2 Ch""H".

P'S

(502) 489-2580 (502) 345-2602

RANDY THORNTON HEATING
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Triune end Carrier: dealer
for sates and sorykis in Murray

.

15 years experience
Residential & Commercial

753-5131 753-6952

753-8181

Greg's Vinyl Tops

PPoi
oison Control

i

1
Center Dr. off 641 N.
753-984(Behind old Boston Tea Party)
M-F 8-5
Simulated convertible tops
•Pln stripes 'Stick on body side molding
•Luggage racks •Truck rails and tailgate guards

758
753-7
588 11•

P14.

1
502-759-4034 DAYS 502-753-1468 NIGHTS
24 HOUR SERVICE

DUNCAN'S TRUCK SERVICE
HOWARD DUNCAN, OWNER

Truck Wash
RT. 2 BOX 45A

JAMES R. CASH

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

*DERRY'S

HAMILTON Cultured
Marble, tops- sinks
panels, custom made
vanities. Free Est 753
9400.
INSULATION blown In
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate.
LET us clean and service
your air conditioner be
fore the rush. We also
have several used air
conditioners in stock. Dill
Electric, 799-1577.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, hurricane
straps. 759-4850.
NEED work on your
trees? We can beautify
your yard by topping,
shaping, dead-wooding
or removing dead or
diseased trees. For
satisfaction call the
proven professionals at
Bover's Tree Service 753-03311. The competi
tion knows us- you
should too.

GC r..

e th
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Free Estimates

Licensed, insured a
492-8254

bonded.

MURRAY, KY 42071

Starting A New Business?

RENTAL SALES

Individualized logos 5
drawings done for VERY
Reasonable Rates!

CENTER
Buy Ashley Stoves For Quality Heating

753-8201
211 Main
1
Roberts & Walter Construction
Murray, Ky.
753-2926

Call 759-9567 after4 p.m.

.

‹....

Hill Electric
24 Hour Service
Industrial
Commercial
Residential
153-9562_

See us-f9r all your building needs
Free Estimates
TVA Approved
Custom Cabinets Available

SEWING MACHINE REPAIR

Your Ad Could Be Here
Call Classifieds
753-1916
15 Years Experience

T & M Cleaning
Prompt 8 Professional-Residential 8 Commercial

All Makes and Models
Home and industrial
40 Years Experience
All Work Guaranteed

Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674

Estimates Welcomed
Spouse

Dunnaway's Body Shop

Abuse

Hot-Line & Safe-House
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050
Res. 753-6965
Also dating violence
•

404 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Bus. 753-8730

MICH
ELIN' Will Clean House or Office
Kunst
SO 11119DI SNORE
ON VOIMITIAES

Call 753-6298
or 753-3781

iNvo
,„.

753-1489 „.,,,t

-lin Elkins. Carpet Laying

CARROLL

T-',.,-A.,. '•-,,

20 Years Experience
Highest Quality Workmanship

Tire & Wheel Alignment

.--A-...,,7,
-,--%.,
S,..,.`

i1
For SAN.

•

•inf...".. wh..., AN,

•cootput.rizimi
1105 Pogue

Whim& BalmincImme
Murray. Ky.

_

753-9559

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service

call: 753-1916
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

c.

,
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Dr. Vasu diagnoses neurologic disorders

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

MCCH provides neurology

He

Up-to-date diagnostic tests can
be readily performed on
equipment
Sophisticated
available at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital through its
Neurology Clinic. Dr. Renga
Vasu is director of the clinic and
sees patients each Tuesday from
9 30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m
With his practice at the
Semmes-Murphey Clinic in Memphis, Tenn., Dr. Vasu flies to
Murray each Tuesday to see his
patients.

gpf*Rgoaoagazy
Weigh the choices
For those who are concerned
about nutrition while at the same
time practicing good eating
habits, the "basic four" is the
suggested program.

Throughout the year, we seem
overwhelmed by fad diets, exer
cise programs and all kinds of
food industry claims, virtually
everyone of which proclaims to
be "just right for you."

Four Basic
Food Groups

March, MurrayDuring
Calloway County Hospital Nutrition Department encourages you
to examine your eating habits
and make the choices that are
just right for you. "Good nutrition: a personal choice" is this
year's theme for National Nutrition Month.

The meat group provides proteins, fats, minerals, and 13
vitamins through such foods as
eggs, dried beans and peas,
peanut butter, fish, poultry and
other lean meats.

Several pieces of highly
sophisticated equipment are
housed in the Physical Therapy
Department, EKG/EEG and the
Radiology Department for the
neurologic
evaluation
of
disorders.
The equipment, according to
Stuart Poston, hospital administrator, provides Dr. Vasu —
as well as other physicians on
staff — with local diagnostic
res which result in faster
caziti
Is.
.
di

The fruit and vegetable group
provides vitamins, minerals and
roughage. Root vegetables, leafy
vegetables, green and yellow
vegetables along with citrus
fruits and fleshy fruits are very
nutritious sources.

A meal prepared from the
basic four food groups is the best
and most appropriate diet for our
body's health.
About 50 nutrients, including
water, are needed daily for optimum health. There are 10
"leader" nutrients in our daily
diet, and if we obtain them, it is
likely we will consume the other
40 nutrients in amounts sufficient
to meet our body's needs.

ThS bread and °areal group
provides starch and bulk in addition to proteins, vitamins and
minerals. This group includes
whole grain and refined flour,
pastas, cereals and baked goods,
rice, oats, cornmeal and grits.
The typical adult requires a
minimum of two servings from
the milk group,two three-ounceservings of meat,four servings of

Healthy Weighs4
Being overweight is one of our most pressing health concerns.
There is an increased risk of an overweight person developing
hypertension, heart disease and diabetes.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital offers a weightmanagement program called Healthy Weighs to help you if you
need to lose or gain weight that will result in better health.
The program consists of eight weekly classes which meet f
one and one half hours per week_ Two follow-up sessions are &SO
included in the program. For maximum class parti
class size is limited to 20 people.
Features of the program are.
•Itegistetted dietitian supervision
*Behavior asodlfteades baebniques
*Body Composition' Analysis Test
(measures the tat to lens ratio of tbe
•Individatilbed dist plass
(unarm normal boonebold foods)
*Exercise and diet esordloation
*Misted matorlais
Make plans now to attend the Healthy Weighs Program which
starts April 6. Watch the April Health Matters Calendar for
details.

.47

Nutriap-Search
Test your word-search skills. Circle each of the 1) nutritionrelated words listed below when you find them in the apple
puzzle.
FAT
PROTEIN
CARBOHYDRATE
CALORIE
BASIC FOUR
EXERCISE
DIETS
NUTRITION
MINERAL
WEIGHT
FADS
VITAMIN

0
A
A
A
0
0
0
A

"I am very pleased the hospital
is committed to providing the
latest equipment and facilities for
neurologic diagnosis," Dr Vasu
commented. "I enjoy coming to
Murray on Tuesdays because the
patients, hospital staff and physicians are so cooperative and
friendly."
Dr. Vasu attended the Madurai
Medical College in Madurai,
South india, where he graduated
in March of 1973 with his medical
degree
After completing a one-year internship with the Government
Erskine Hospital in Madurai, he
served a three-year residency at
the Madurai Medical College.
Later, he served a three-year
residency at the University of
Tennessee, Memphis.
Currently, he has hospital
privileges at Baptist Memorial
Hospital in Memphis. His office is
located in the Semmes-Murphey
Clinic which is also in Memphis.
Patients are referred to the
hospital's Neurology Clinic in
Murray by internal medicine
physicians, family practitioners
and emergency room physicians.
"The need for a neurologist has
proven to be greater than I anticipated," Dr. Vasu added,"and
the presence of patient need

Dr. Renga Vasu,
Neurologist
A
toll
free
number,
1-800-221-5036, is provided by Dr.
Vasu for patients with neurologic
problems or questions.
"With Dr. Vasu joining our
staff as our neurologist, we view
his specialty as a valuable service asset to our hospital,"
Poston said.
"It no longer is necessary for
patients with nervous system
disorders to go to out-of-town
medical centers to have these uptoltiate, sophisticated, diagnostic
tests done. This is another way
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital is bringing you good
health,"-Poston emphasized.

Support Groups

Health Express

Cancer Support Group
The cancer support group is for cancer patients, their family
and friends. It meets every Tuesday at 2:00 p.m. in the Murray
Calloway County Hospital Private Dining Room.

The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Health Express will
be offering free blood pressure
checks, diabetes and anemia
screenings during MarCh

Bereavement Support Group
Informal weekly group meetings for anyone experiencing grief
from a recent loss will be from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. every
Wednesday in the Education Unit on the Third Floor of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Alzheimer's Support Group
Those interested in Alzheimer's Disease will meet for an educational program entitled "Stress Reduction" presented by Gale
Cornelison, L.S.W., on Tuesday, March 10. The support group
will meet for group discussion on Tuesday, March 2.4. Both
meetings will be in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Private Dining Room from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Laryngectomee Support Group
Laryngectomy patients and their families are invited to attend
a meeting Friday, March 6 at 4 p.m. in the MCCH Private Dining Room. The support group will meet the first Friday of each
month to share ideas, information and encouragement to new
laryngectomees and their spouses. The class is coordinated by
Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist and Gale Cornelison, L.S.W.

Miracle Moments
Early Prenatal Class
The class is for the parents-to-be in the first trimester of
pregnancy. Topics are nutrition, exercise, fetal development,
danger signs of pregnancy, and common discomforts of
pregnancy. To register for the ftvo weekly classes, call (502)
753-5131, ext. 144 or 753-6821. Classes are held upon request.
Breastfeeding Class
This class is scheduled upon demand. Please call and request
a class date and information. Then, watch for the calendar in
the Murray Ledger and Times for class date. Dial (502) 753-5131,
ext. 144.
Refresher Class
A two-session brush-up class for parents who have attended
previous prepared childbirth classes. The class reviews hospital
routines and new birthing options. The class is scheduled on
request.
Prepared atildbirth Class
The class prepares expectant parents for labor and delivery.
To register for the four weekly classes, call (502) 753-5131, ext. ,
144 or 753-6821. The Thursday sessions are March 5, 12, 19 and
26 from 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. A special morning session will be
available in March from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the MCCH
Third Floor Classroom Mondays, March 2, 9, 16 and 23.
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It is important to fast for two
hours before being screened for
diabetes to achieve accurate
results.
Colo-rectal cancer screening
kits are available on the Health
Express at all stops for a $AI
charge.

Tuesday, March 3
Hazel
Dee's Bank
9-11 a.m.
Puryear
City Hall
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Thursday, March 5
Bumpus Mills
Farmers & Merchants Bank
9-11 a.m.
Hamlin
Post Office
1-3 p.m.
Friday, March
Murray
Douglas Center
10 a.m.-noon
Tuesday. March 10
Murray
Ellis Center
9-11 a.m.
Murray
Olympic Plaza
12:30-3:00 p.m.
Wednesday, March 11
Cherry Corner
Good Shepherd Methodist
Church
9-11 a.m.
New Providence
Church of Christ
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Thursday, March LS
Watervalley
Ceramics
9-11 a.m.
Pilot Oak
Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Tuesday, March 17
Dexter
Senior Citizen Center
9-11 a.m.
Brewers
Bohanon Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Thursday, March 19
Wingo
Downtown Square
9-11 a.m.
Sedalia
Restaurant
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Tuesday, March 34
Fancy Farm
Bank of Fancy Farm
9-11 a.m.
Lowes
Reisners Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 25
Midway
Uncle Willie's
9-11 a.m.
Hardin
State Parking Lot
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Thursday, March 26
Fairdealing
Old School Yard
9-11 a.m.
Benton
Lakeland Wesley Village
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Tuesday, March 31
ACtifr
Court Square
9-11 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.

March is National
Nutrition Month

amsrena Birth Class
The class prepares parents for cesarean birth whether anticipated or unexpected. To register call (502) 753-5131, ext. 144
or 753-6121. The class is held Monday, March 30 at 7 p.m. at the
hospital.
Post-Partum Exercise Class
Get back to your former shape with exercises specifically
designed for the muscles Involved in childbirth. Call the chief
physical therapist, Tressa Heltsiey, for an individual appointment. Dial (502) 753-5131, ext 144.

A

makes the Neurology Clinic a
worthwhile project for me."

The milk group provides
calcium, phosphorus, protein,
vitamin A and riboflavin. This
group includes all forms of milk,
ice cream and over 400 kinds of
cheese

Today's lifestyles, along with
social changes and economic
developments, are having an important impact on our food consumption patterns and the
character of American meals.

In our diet, it is important to include a variety of foods because
no single food supplies all of the
50 nutrients, and many nutrients
work together.

fruits, vegetables and grains
daily.
These servings will provide
nutrients, which are needed to
build and maintain body cells,
regulate body processes and
supply energy.
Food provides the basis of life.
It is our source of health and well
being. What we eat determines
not only how much we weigh, but
also how well we feel and how
good we look
Remember,good nutrition is a
personal elide..

The 38-year -old physician
specializes in the science of the
nervous system and its diseases
and disorders. Some include
headaches, vertigo, seizures, in
somnia, trauma of the head and
spine, Infections such as meningitis, encephalitis and brain
abscess, multiple sclerosis,
cerebral palsy, tumors and a
wide variety of other nerverelated disorders.

Results of all inc nervous
system tests are passed along to
Dr Vasu who interprets them for
further diagnostic and treatment
procedures.

Sibling (lass
The one-session class introduces expectant brothers and sisters
to the idea of having a new baby brother or sister. They will
explore their feelings about a new baby and see babies in the
nursery. To register for the class please call (502) 753-5131, ext.
14.1or 753-6621. The class will be held Tuesday, March 3 or upon
request.
Parenting (lass
This two-session class is designed to help new parents make the
transition from pregnancy to parenthood The next class meets
Tuesday, March 10, in the Murray-Calloway County Hospltat
Private Dining Room. The second session will be held Tuesday,
March 17, in the hospital Library on Third Floor in the Educa
tion Unit. Both classes will meet from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

MURRAY
CALICAVAY
COUNIV
HOSPI1AL
803 Poplar Street
Murray. Kentucky 42071-2432
(502) 753-5131
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FRYERS

SWEET CORN

GROUND BEEF
7-

4 LBS.
OR MORE

-

LB.

TURKEYS

•

COLORADO ALL PURPOSE RUSSET
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LE.

STICK OLEO

No 1
GRADE
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REELFOOT
WHOLE SMOKED

SWEET PEAS
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"
0
41
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$899

REGULAR ABSORBENCY
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16 OL
FUON INS JOINS BAKERY

SWEET DOUGH

COFFEE CAKES EAJ189
CRACKED WHEAT

BREAD
CINNAMON

89°

16 OL LOAF
sings

PULL-A-PARTS

$189

EACN

BLUEBERRY

12O.

32,48,66 COUNT

6Foe$149
CAKE DONUTS
CHOCOLATE OR VANILLA
LONG JOHNS 4.99'
CINNAMON
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2.99'
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YOU WILL PAY LESS FOR YOUR FOOD WHEN YOU USE BIG JOHN FILLED

BONUS CERTIFICATES.
VG JOIN

KRAFT PARKAT STICK

PILLSBURY

49

FLOUR
5 LL BAG
WMI ONE nue
CERTIFICATE

POTATO CHIPS

OLEO

IS OZ.

1 LB.

19C

WITII ONE FULD
CERTIFICATE

MR ONE FILLED
CERTIFICATE

19

MAXWELL HOUSE

PARADE

COFFEE

MAC & CHEESE

29

1 LB. CAN
MN ONE FILLED
CERTIFICATE

C
3/49

ITlIII FILED

IC*fl

2. PARADE BRAND
1. FAMOUS NATIONAL BRANDS
3. GENERIC(PLAIN LABEL)PRODUCTS
BIG JOHN HAS A BIG VARIETY OF ALL THREE

PRICED LOW - EVERY DAY
MAC & CHEESE

ENRICHED

MIRACLE WHIP

WHITE BREAD

QUART

V

OL
100% PURE MAIRIE FARMS

ORANGE JUICE

NOIN-

SANDWICH COOIUES
MT.DEW,DIET PEPSI OR

PEPSI COLA
9
1s 16
111 1:41.
PLUS
DEPOSIT

BIG JOHN'S

COTTAGE
CHEESE

SLOPPY JOE

MANWICH

=299

a 12:2
T
siCNEor
;64w

MCH

15.5

OZ. CAN

NO NAME CHUNK

DOG FOOD

BISCUIT

CAM
GELATIN

v.

lis
SOUP
10.5 OZ.

